1 Introduction
==============

Risks and complications are an integral part of every surgical procedure. Beside teaching surgical techniques, the surgeon should always strive to share risks and possible complications with his colleagues and his fellows. This process requires both the surgeon's ability and his willingness to inform his colleagues about pitfalls and complications he experienced himself. The authors feel especially obliged to all surgeons who share their personal knowledge in this field with others.

Our surgical profession requires a faithful cooperation with our colleagues, leaving room for discussions about possible risks and pitfalls. If a surgeon experiences a complication, his view gets narrowed by his own personal involvement. In such cases, an honest and open communication with fellow surgeons may have a disburdening effect and help the surgeon to overcome his own restricted view. In addition to the positive impact on the individual patient's treatment, further patients and surgeons will profit from this dialogue in the future. However, many surgeons are cautious to communicate complications, because they are afraid of being sued for medical malpractice. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to differentiate inherent risks and complications of a surgical procedure from cases of medical negligence in order to keep this fruitful and indispensable dialogue alive.

This review covers selected topics of ear and lateral skull base surgery including the facial nerve. Lessons from exemplary surgical procedures can be transferred to further pathologies by the reader. The text focuses on pitfalls and complications, while inevitable consequences of surgery ("sequelae") and failure to cure are usually not considered -- although it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between the former and the latter. While trying to provide an up-to-date account of the risks and complications in ear and lateral skull base surgery, the authors are aware of the fact that this chapter will have to be rewritten in the future. This endeavour will require an ongoing open discussion among ear surgeons worldwide. We hope that this paper will contribute to this process.

2 General preoperative aspects of ear surgery
=============================================

An adequate preoperative diagnostic work-up is an indispensable prerequisite for every surgical procedure of the ear and the lateral skull base. The following chapter provides a summary of how the adequate consideration of specific pre-operative aspects can help the surgeon to identify intraoperative risks and thus avoid intra- and postoperative complications.

2.1 Otological and audiological examination
-------------------------------------------

Indication for ear surgery is based on three pillars: (i) the patient's history, (ii) otomicroscopy and (iii) audiometry. Interpretation of audiometric tests has been reported to be a common source of mistakes in this context \[[@R1]\]. Therefore, it is essential to compare the results of pure-tone and speech audiometry to each other and to correlate them with the otoscopic findings. For instance, the expected air-bone gap in pure-tone audiometry can be estimated from the size of a tympanic membrane perforation \[[@R1]\]. If otoscopic and audiometric findings do not fit together in such cases, either (i) the results of the hearing tests have to be judged critically and/or (ii) the surgeon needs to consider a further middle ear pathology in addition to the perforation of the tympanic membrane.

2.2 Vestibular examination
--------------------------

The ear surgeon should always be aware of the fact that middle and inner ear disorders are often associated with vestibular dysfunction. Therefore, neurotological history-taking and a symptom-based clinical examination should be an integral part of the diagnostic work-up before every surgical procedure of the ear/lateral skull base (reviewed e.g. by \[[@R2]\]). Additional laboratory tests can be employed depending on the clinical findings (reviewed e.g. by \[[@R3]\]). In this context, it should be stressed that vestibular symptoms do not always correlate with vestibular signs. For instance, around one third of patients with profound sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) report about subjective vestibular problems \[[@R4]\], \[[@R5]\], whereas twice as many show pathological vestibular signs in caloric testing and/or vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs) \[[@R6]\].

If a surgical procedure involves a possible or mandatory opening of the inner ear (e.g. cholesteatoma or cochlear implant surgery) the preoperative neurotological examination is important for two main reasons. First, it is essential for the detection of pre-operative vestibular dysfunction and thus offers the possibility to counsel the patient with respect to the vestibular findings. Second, it allows the ear surgeon to determine the indication and the extent of the surgical procedure according to the patient's vestibular function. If a patient with a cholesteatoma shows additional symptoms/signs of a labyrinthine fistula, for instance, then the surgeon will have to remove the cholesteatoma *and* close the fistula (see chapter 3.5.5). In any case, the ear surgeon should always critically ask himself whether the ear pathology, which is to be treated by the planned surgical procedure, offers a sufficient explanation for the vestibular problems of the patient. In this context it should be noted that it is mandatory to check vestibular function of *both* ears before every surgical procedure of the ear/lateral skull base, as illustrated by case 1 and Figure 1 [(Fig. 1)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

### Case 1

A previously healthy 63-year-old female patient presented to her otorhinolaryngologist with a first episode of prolonged spinning vertigo, which was present at rest and increased transiently with every movement. Furthermore, the patient described a long-standing hearing loss on the right ear without acute exacerbation. Otomicroscopy of the right ear revealed an epitympanic retraction pocket/erosion along with otorrhea, indicative of a cholesteatoma. No abnormal findings were observed during otomicroscopy of the left side. Examination with Frenzel's glasses showed a right-beating spontaneous nystagmus (SN). A cholesteatoma-related labyrinthine fistula of the right ear was suspected, and the patient was referred for immediate surgery of the right ear.

Neurotological examination confirmed a spontaneous, head-shaking and positional nystagmus (in all body positions) beating to the right ear. However, the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) was abnormal on the left and normal on the right side, indicating a *left-sided acute peripheral-vestibular syndrome*. The clinical diagnosis was supported by the recording of ocular and cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (o-/cVEMPs; Figure 1 [(Fig. 1)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, vertigo could not be triggered by sneezing, coughing and lifting heavy weight, and no fistula signs were present on neurotological examination, speaking against the pre-sence of a labyrinthine fistula (for details see chapter 4.3). In accordance with these clinical findings, no bony defect of the labyrinth was detected by high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) of the temporal bone.

In summary, the patient's vertigo was due to a left-sided vestibular neuritis and not the right-sided cholesteatoma! The patient, who was treated with i.v./oral methylprednisolone and vestibular training, recovered quickly. Tympanoplasty of the right ear for cholesteatoma was performed six weeks later, after vestibular compensation of the vestibular neuritis had been completed. No labyrinthine fistula was visible during cholesteatoma surgery.

If caloric testing is precluded by tympanic membrane/middle ear pathology, VEMPs and/or the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) offer alternative approaches to obtain mono-aural information about vestibular function (see case 1). In case an acoustic stimulus is not able to evoke a sufficient VEMP signal due to conductive hearing loss on the test ear, vibration at the midline of the forehead at the hairline (a region called Fz) can be employed as a stimulus instead.

The importance of preoperative vestibular testing is also evident from cochlear implant (CI) surgery (see chapter 5.2.2.2). Here, preoperative detection of asymmetric vestibular function is one major aspect of the examination. Among other considerations, it is recommended to insert the electrode into the inner ear with the weaker vestibular function in order to minimize the risk of postoperative vertigo and balance problems \[[@R7]\]. In particular, the neurotological examination deserves special attention before deciding for cochlear implant surgery of the second ear. Although bilateral vestibular failure following cochlear implantation is rare, the surgeon must consider this possible complication due to its debilitating consequences for the patient \[[@R8]\], \[[@R9]\].

Furthermore, the preoperative neurotological examination is also able to identify adverse factors for postoperative central vestibular compensation (summarized by \[[@R2]\]). In cases of an inevitable vestibular lesion as a sequela of ear/lateral skull base surgery (e.g. in vestibular schwannoma surgery), the patient should also be informed about the possibility of vestibular *pre*habilitation (for details see chapter 5.3.5). This concept is based on (i) the slow induction of a vestibular loss on the affected ear before the operation and (ii) the decoupling of vestibular deficit and surgical procedure. Thus, central vestibular compensation commences before the complete unilateral vestibular loss during surgery, which reduces postoperative vertigo and accelerates the patient's recovery (see case 2 and \[[@R10]\]).

### Case 2

A previously healthy 60-year-old female patient presented to our Neurotology Clinic with a right-sided intracanalicular vestibular schwannoma (VS). Audiometric testing revealed profound sensorineural hearing loss of the right ear. The patient reported no vestibular symptoms apart from occasional imbalance triggered by quick movements. Caloric testing revealed residual excitability of the right horizontal semicircular canal (Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"} a). Ocular vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (oVEMPs) showed symmetric n10 amplitudes (Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"} b). In summary, neurotological examination confirmed residual right-sided vestibular function. Consequently, VS surgery was expected to result in postoperative vertigo. After the different treatment modalities had been explained to the patient, she decided for translabyrinthine surgery following vestibular prehabilitation (for details see chapter 5.3.5). The patient received a total of three gentamicin injections (12 mg each) into the right middle ear. After each of the injections, the patient experienced mild imbalance lasting for some days. The next injection was delayed until the vestibular symptoms had completely subsided. In parallel, a customized vestibular rehabilitation programme was performed with the patient.

A near-total loss of right-sided vestibular function was confirmed by caloric irrigation and VEMPs after the third gentamicin injection (Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"} c, d). Translabyrinthine VS surgery was performed after vestibular compensation had been completed. The patient did not experience any subjective disequilibrium after the operation and was able to walk around without assistance from the first postoperative day onwards. A very subtle initial left-beating nystagmus subsided within a few days.

Finally, comparison of pre- and postoperative neurotological findings enables the surgeon to obtain information about subclinical vestibular effects of the procedure, which helps him to reflect and refine his surgical techniques.

2.3 Facial nerve
----------------

The facial nerve is of paramount importance to the ear surgeon, as its function has far-reaching implications on the patient's quality of life \[[@R11]\], \[[@R12]\], \[[@R13]\], \[[@R14]\]. In particular, incomplete eyelid closure, facial droop and problems with eating, drinking and speaking constitute a heavy burden for the affected patient \[[@R15]\]. Therefore, preservation of facial nerve function is a major aim in ear and lateral skull base surgery. The ear surgeon should always be aware of the fact that the various techniques of facial nerve reconstruction will usually *not*be able to restore a facial nerve function grade I or II according to the House-Brackmann (H-B) grading system \[[@R16]\], \[[@R17]\].

Facial nerve function should always be examined before ear and lateral skull base surgery, as preoperative dysfunction has been shown to be associated with a higher risk of postoperative facial nerve palsy, e.g. in vestibular schwannoma surgery \[[@R18]\]. In this context, it is important to mention that slight defects of facial nerve function may easily be missed during clinical examination. Therefore, electrophysiological evaluation of the motor branches and assessment of facial nerve secretory/sensory function (e.g. tear production, taste) should be considered as well. With regard to the common intraoperative exposure of the chorda tympani, the ear surgeon should pay equal attention to facial nerve motor *and* sensory function.

2.4 Imaging
-----------

The role of preoperative imaging in ear surgery has been discussed controversially. In most cases, the clinically suspected diagnosis can be confirmed and treated adequately during the operation. In case the intraoperative evaluation does not support the suspected diagnosis, the surgical procedure can be stopped in order to perform further diagnostic steps.

When considering preoperative imaging of the ear, the surgeon should ask himself the following three questions: Does the selected imaging technique have an impact on the diagnosis? Will it change the surgical procedure? Will it help to reduce the risk of possible complications? A general recommendation for preoperative imaging should be viewed with caution, especially if it is performed mainly for medicolegal reasons \[[@R19]\].

As far as computed tomography (CT) is concerned, the surgeon has to balance the expected gain of information against the radiation exposure of the eye. Furthermore, the cost-benefit ratio should be considered. On the other hand, CT imaging provides the surgeon with detailed information about the individual patient's temporal bone anatomy. For instance, a series of 178 temporal bone scans revealed a high-riding jugular bulb in 32%, an anterior sigmoid sinus in 34%, a low-lying dura in 26% and an aberrant internal carotid artery (ICA) in 0.02% of patients \[[@R20]\].

In case of a high-riding jugular bulb, the surgeon should carefully check the CT scan for the presence of bony defects in the hypotympanon, which are associated with an increased risk of intraoperative venous bleeding. In addition, jugular bulb abnormalities (e.g. high-riding jugular bulb, jugular bulb diverticula) have been shown to erode bony structures of the inner ear, such as the vestibular aqueduct, the facial nerve canal and the posterior semicircular canal (SCC), which may lead to hearing loss, tinnitus and vertigo \[[@R21]\].

Usually, high-resolution CT (HRCT) is used to detect small bony erosions of the skull base and the semicircular canals. Contrast agents are only required in selected cases, e.g. inflammatory disease or suspected neoplasia \[[@R22]\]. In summary, indications for preoperative CT imaging of the temporal bone include: (i) presence of cholesteatoma, tumours or inflammatory disorders (e.g. mastoiditis, facial nerve palsy), (ii) a history of meningitis/trauma, (iii) planned surgery of the only hearing ear/cochlear implant surgery, (iv) vertigo, SNHL and (v) suspicion of malformation.

A possible connection between the latter two deserves the ear surgeon's special attention: malformations of the inner ear have to be expected in 20% of patients with profound congenital SNHL \[[@R23]\], \[[@R24]\]. HRCT is able to detect abnormalities of the inner ear, which are associated with an increased risk of perilymph gusher, such as a common cavity/incomplete partition (with or without enlargement of the vestibular aqueduct) or SCC dysplasia \[[@R25]\]. Reconstructed three-dimensional (3D) CT images have been reported to be helpful in planning ear surgery for patients with an abnormal course of the facial nerve \[[@R26]\]. In this context, it should be noted that malformations of the cochlea and the ossicles have been observed in 7 out of 972 patients with facial nerve abnormalities \[[@R27]\].

Usually, both HRCT of the temporal bone and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain are performed before cochlear implantation in order to detect the following pathologies: inner ear malformations (up to 20% in pediatric patients), labyrinthine fistulae, ossification of the cochlea, abnormalities of the 8^th^ cranial nerve/central auditory pathway (e.g. vestibular schwannoma, brain stem lesions). This information helps the surgeon to plan cochlear implant surgery depending on the underlying pathology (e.g. choice of the electrode, surgical approach to the cochlea) \[[@R28]\], \[[@R29]\], \[[@R30]\].

Furthermore, HRCT of the temporal bone is required in the preoperative assessment of patients with advanced otosclerosis accompanied by severe to profound SNHL. Here, decision-making (cochlear implant, stapes surgery or hearing aid) is based on both audiometric findings *and* the presence of otosclerotic foci in the cochlea (grade 1: fenestral lesions only, grade 2A: retrofenestral lesions with halo/double ring effect, grade 2B: narrowed basal turn of the cochlea, grade 2C: 2A + 2B, grade 3: diffuse involvement of the cochlea) \[[@R31]\].

MRI before middle ear surgery is recommended only in selected cases. For instance, it helps to determine tumour extension of paragangliomas (chapter 5.4) or malignancies of the external auditory canal (EAC). If facial nerve palsy does not recover within 6 weeks, MRI is recommended in order to rule out an underlying tumour \[[@R32]\]. Furthermore, MRI offers the possibility to assess the cochlea, the auditory nerve, the cerebellopontine angle (CPA) and the brain before cochlear implant surgery.

Finally, the synopsis of HRCT and MRI findings is required for the proper diagnosis of special temporal bone pathologies. For instance, cholesterol granulomas of the petrous apex are characterized by (i) osteolytic lesions with a smooth margin in CT images and (ii) a high signal intensity with a characteristic dark halo of haemosiderin in T2-weighted MRI scans \[[@R22]\]. However, MRI alone is not sufficient in the preoperative imaging of petrous bone disease. For instance, HRCT is required for petrous bone cholesteatoma in order to detect possible bony erosions of the inner ear \[[@R33]\] and to determine the optimal surgical approach.

2.5 Informed consent
--------------------

Beside general surgical aspects, preoperative counselling of the patient must cover specific risks of ear surgery, e.g. a possible injury of the chorda tympani. Here, the impact of an intraoperative lesion on the patient's quality of life is determined by the preoperative function of the nerve (e.g. preoperative dysfunction in cholesteatoma *versus* normal function in otosclerosis; for details see chapter 3.5.8). Therefore, the surgeon will have to adjust preoperative counselling of the patient according to the underlying ear pathology and the specific risks of the operation.

If the primary aim of ear surgery is improvement of hearing, the surgeon has to mention alternative therapeutic approaches, such as hearing aids \[[@R34]\]. In case of external/middle ear malformations, the patient should be informed about bone-anchored hearing aids as an alternative to reconstructive surgery. Furthermore, active middle ear implants should be considered if previous middle ear operations were not successful in closing an air-bone gap. If available, pre-operative radiological findings can be used in order to explain the most important surgical steps to the patient.

3 General intraoperative aspects of ear surgery
===============================================

Despite the close anatomical relationship between ossicles, inner ear, facial nerve, vessels and brain, complications in ear surgery are quite rare \[[@R1]\]. Beside general problems such as bleeding and impaired wound healing, ear-specific complications such as hearing loss/deafness, vertigo/dizziness, tinnitus, facial nerve palsy and disturbance of taste have to be considered \[[@R34]\]. Other authors report hearing loss/insufficient improvement of hearing, blunting, recurrence of cholesteatoma, tympanic membrane perforations and otorrhea (especially when creating an open mastoid cavity) as most common complications after ear surgery -- however not all of these are complications *sensu stricto* \[[@R1]\]. The following chapter outlines general aspects of ear surgery independent of the underlying pathology. Typical pitfalls and complications of exemplary procedures in ear and lateral skull base surgery will be covered in chapter 5.

3.1 Anaesthesiological aspects
------------------------------

Surgery of the ear/lateral skull base is performed in patients from early infancy to old age (e.g. cholesteatoma surgery, cochlear implantation). 6.5% of intra-/postoperative complications (n=123) were reported for cochlear implantations in patients \<18 years (mainly respiratory problems like stridor/laryngospasm) \[[@R35]\]. In case of delayed awakening after skull base surgery, intracranial complications and accumulation of anaesthetics (e.g. remifentanil) should be considered as possible differential diagnoses \[[@R36]\].

Due to the ongoing demographic changes in industrialized countries, the ear surgeon will increasingly often be faced with the question whether or not to perform ear surgery in senior patients. Decision making in these patients require an even closer cooperation between ear surgeons and anaesthesiologists in synopsis with the underlying ear pathology. At this point, the authors can only mention this issue without going further into detail.

3.2 Exposure of the operating field
-----------------------------------

Surgery of the ear/lateral skull base is generally performed with an operating microscope. Optimal exposure of the operating field is an indispensable prerequisite for successful surgery. The ear surgeon may have to widen the EAC or remove overhanging bone in order to achieve an optimal illumination of the entire operating field and to perform the surgical procedure with the various straight and angled instruments. Insufficient exposure of the operating field is regarded as the most common cause for complications in ear surgery \[[@R37]\]. This issue also needs to be considered when using endoscopes during the operation \[[@R1]\].

3.3 Nerve monitoring
--------------------

Preservation of facial nerve function is of outstanding importance in ear and lateral skull base surgery, as facial nerve palsy has debilitating functional and aesthetic consequences for the patient. During surgery, facial nerve function is most commonly observed by means of electromyographic (EMG) monitoring. Furthermore, the auditory nerve is controlled via the recording of auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) during procedures at the internal auditory canal (IAC)/CPA (for details see chapter 5.3.2).

3.4 Intraoperative radiography/navigation
-----------------------------------------

Intraoperative radiography allows the ear surgeon to control individual surgical steps and to adjust the surgical procedure accordingly. For instance, intraoperative HRCT or rotational tomography are recommended in cochlear implant surgery for i.) checking the intracochlear position of the electrode and ii.) detecting a possible dislocation of the electrode in cases of inner ear malformation \[[@R29]\], \[[@R38]\], \[[@R39]\]. Generally, these radiological techniques can also be applied postoperatively (see chapter 5.2.1.2). Furthermore, high-resolution radiography is able to localize the electrode in the *scala tympani* or the *scala vestibuli* and to detect a possible dislocation from one scale to another \[[@R40]\]. This information is of great help for the surgeon in refining his surgical technique \[[@R29]\].

Navigation is particularly applied during cochlear implant surgery in patients with inner ear malformations \[[@R41]\], \[[@R42]\]. Without going into further detail at this point, the authors would like to draw the ear surgeon's attention to current and future developments in the field of intraoperative imaging and navigation.

3.5 General risks and complications of ear surgery
--------------------------------------------------

### 3.5.1 Ossicular chain dislocation

Dislocation of the malleus is a rare event due to its stabilization by both the tympanic membrane and the malleal ligaments. However, the ear surgeon should always be cautious about a possible dislocation of the incus. If the incus is subluxed accidentally during the operation, the ear surgeon has to decide whether to reposition or to remove the incus in combination with ossicular chain reconstruction \[[@R43]\]. Repositioning bears the risk of incus ankylosis resulting in fixation of the ossicular chain and conductive hearing loss \[[@R34]\]. On the other hand, the possibilities and limits of ossicular chain reconstruction in terms of hearing outcome have to be considered.

Iatrogenic stapes luxation along with an opening of the vestibulum may occur during preparation of cholesteatoma matrix from the stapes. While dislocation of a stapes with an intact annular ligament requires a force of 30 to 40 g \[[@R44]\], a possible hypermobile stapes due to a weakened annular ligament has to be considered during cholesteatoma surgery \[[@R34]\]. Preparation in the dorso-ventral direction uses the stabilizing force of the stapedial tendon and thus may help to prevent a (sub-)luxation of the stapes. In case of a subluxation, the stapes can usually be repositioned in combination with sealing of the stapes footplate. If the stapes has to be removed following dislocation, it is recommended to seal the oval window and treat the patient with i.v. ceftriaxone and methylprednisolone (1,000 mg QD for two days) \[[@R45]\]. In addition, sealing of the oval window is recommended if the stapes footplate has been fractured during surgery \[[@R34]\]. In such cases, some authors have suggested to perform ossicular chain reconstruction in a second procedure.

### 3.5.2 Drill-generated acoustic trauma

Two pathomechanisms have been proposed for drill-generated acoustic trauma (AT) in ear surgery: direct contact of the burr with either (i) the ossicles, which may result in sound pressure levels (SPLs) of up to 130 dB \[[@R46]\] or (ii) the still-intact endosteal membrane of the cochlea \[[@R47]\]. Based on further animal studies, it has been recommended to avoid touching the endosteal membrane with the burr in order to reduce the risk of drill-induced AT \[[@R48]\].

Therefore, the ear surgeon should consider alternative techniques (e.g. House Curette), when removing bony parts in close vicinity to the ossicles and the cochlear endosteum. In addition, it should be noted that type and size of the burr have an impact on the noise level as well. In general, diamond burrs cause 5 to 11 dB less noise than cutting burrs. Furthermore, the noise level correlates with the size of the burr \[[@R49]\]. For instance, a 4-mm cutting burr was associated with noise trauma in an animal study, while a 0.5-mm cutting burr was not \[[@R50]\]. The ear surgeon should always be aware of the fact that even disarticulation of the incustapedial joint does not protect the inner ear against drill-induced AT caused by a direct contact between the burr and the incus, as has been shown in a guinea pig study \[[@R51]\].

Bone conduction of drill-associated noise to the inner ear as a cause for (temporary) SNHL following ear surgery has been discussed controversially in the literature. A temporary threshold shift in the middle and high frequencies within the first 48 hours after mastoidectomy was reported in a study of 25 patients \[[@R52]\]. This observation is supported by an animal study with n=10 guinea pigs, which were exposed to drill-associated noise for 55 min, which had been recorded during human mastoidectomy. ABRs revealed a temporary threshold shift between 2 and 32 kHz immediately after surgery, which resolved within 3 weeks postoperatively \[[@R53]\]. On the contrary, a prospective study in 40 patients did not detect any statistically significant hearing loss in the first 24 hours following mastoidectomy \[[@R54]\].

Furthermore, it is of interest for the ear surgeon whether extensive drilling (e.g. during translabyrinthine vestibular schwannoma surgery) may induce a noise trauma in the *contralateral*ear via bone conduction. In a study of 50 patients, no permanent SNHL was reported for the contralateral ear 3 months following resection of a vestibular schwannoma \[[@R55]\]. Reduced amplitudes of distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs), but no threshold shifts were detected in 2 out of 12 patients following mastoidectomy/vestibular schwannoma surgery \[[@R56]\]. On the contrary, SNHL of the contralateral ear after mastoidectomy was observed in a study with 55 subjects (temporary SNHL: n=31; permananet SNHL: n=10) \[[@R57]\]. Although drill-induced AT of the contralateral ear remains a rare clinical observation, it cannot be completely excluded. In summary, the ear surgeon should always keep the risk of drill-induced AT in mind and consider patient-specific factors, e.g. individual vulnerability or preoperative damage of the inner ear.

Systemic and local application of corticosteroids is the mainstay of protecting the inner ear against noise trauma. Protective effects against drill-induced SNHL have been confirmed in animal studies with (i) application of dexamethason into the *scala tympani* via an osmotic mini-pump \[[@R58]\] and (ii) local application of methylprednisolone to the round window membrane \[[@R59]\]. However, corticosteroids were not able to prevent AT caused by drill-induced injury of the incus in an animal study \[[@R60]\].

### 3.5.3 Sensorineural hearing loss in middle ear surgery

Permanent SNHL following ear surgery has been reported in 1.2 to 4.5% of cases \[[@R54]\], \[[@R61]\]. Ossicular manipulation bears a low risk of low-frequency hearing loss \[[@R62]\], \[[@R63]\]. A retrospective study of 393 middle ear surgical procedures (chronic otitis media: n=125, cholesteatoma: n=164, tympanosclerosis: n=44, otosclerosis: n=60) did not detect a statistically significant difference between pre- and postoperative sensorineural hearing thresholds \[[@R64]\].

### 3.5.4 Opening of the inner ear

Opening of the inner ear during surgery may be harmful for the cochlea and the vestibular organ. In this context, cholesteatoma surgery deserves special attention, as the cholesteatoma may affect the inner ear on the level of the round window, the oval window and the lateral SCC. Whenever possible, it is recommended to separate the perimatrix of the cholesteatoma from the membranous labyrinth without opening the latter. In order to achieve this aim, the surgeon should perform the preparation steps slowly and avoid direct suction at the labyrinth in any case. Furthermore, protection of the inner ear with corticosteroids and antibiotics should be considered \[[@R65]\].

If the inner ear has been opened accidentally during ear surgery, it is of utmost importance to seal the defect tightly with autogenous tissue in order to prevent inflammation and/or loss of function. In case of insufficient view, direct suction of the open labyrinth is strictly contraindicated. The surgeon should rather use irrigation and place the suction at a certain distance to the labyrinth in order to improve vision in the operating field without jeopardizing inner ear function.

In case the ear surgeon intends to combine sealing of an open oval window with ossicular chain reconstruction in one procedure, ear cartilage can be used. For instance, it has been recommended to insert a T-shaped piece of cartilage into the oval window niche before sealing the oval window with fascia \[[@R65]\]. By entering into the perilymph space, the vertical part of the T is able to transduce sound waves to the cochlea, whereas the transverse part prevents the cartilage from entering into the vestibulum too deeply.

### 3.5.5 Semicircular canal injury

During cholesteatoma surgery, the ear surgeon has to be very careful when removing cholesteatoma matrix from the lateral SCC, which is the most common site for a labyrinthine fistula under these circumstances \[[@R66]\]. Usually, the defect is created while the perimatrix, which has already eroded the bony wall of the canal, is lifted from the delicate membranous labyrinth. If a patient with cholesteatoma shows clinical symptoms/signs of a labyrinthine fistula before surgery (summarized by \[[@R2]\]), a preoperative HRCT may help to detect and localize the bony defect \[[@R67]\], \[[@R68]\]. The prevalence of cholesteatoma-related fistulae has been reported with 5.8% \[[@R68]\], 7% \[[@R63]\] and 7.5% \[[@R69]\] in the literature. Accidental drill-induced injury of the lateral SCC in non-choleasteatomatous disease is a rare event.

The question whether cholesteatoma perimatrix covering a labyrinthine fistula should be removed has been discussed controversially. It has been suggested to remove the perimatrix completely for small fistulae (otic capsule defect \<2 mm), while it should not be detached from larger defects \[[@R70]\]. Furthermore, the perimatrix should only be lifted if it is not firmly attached to the membraneous labyrinth. In case the fistula affects (i) the anterior or the posterior SCC, (ii) more than one SCC, (iii) the vestibulum and/or (iv) the cochlea, it is generally recommended to leave the perimatrix *in situ*, as removal has been associated with a 50% risk of profound SNHL in these situations \[[@R71]\]. On the contrary, other authors hold the view that cholesteatoma perimatrix has to be removed completely in any case and granulation tissue should be followed into the labyrinth in order not to miss a possible cholesteatoma behind the granulations \[[@R72]\].

Preservation of preoperative hearing thresholds was reported in 80% of 22 patients and 70% of 27 patients following complete removal of cholesteatoma perimatrix from a labyrinthine fistula \[[@R68]\], \[[@R69]\], while another study observed postoperative hearing deterioration in one of 16 patients \[[@R73]\]. Following removal of the cholesteatoma from the fistula, the resulting bony defect is sealed with bone dust and fibrin glue/blood together with an i.v. shot of corticosteroids in order to protect inner ear function \[[@R45]\]. Temporal fascia, vein wall, cartilage and hydroxyapatite have been described as further suitable materials in the literature.

In case the labyrinthine fistula affects the membraneous labyrinth as well, occlusion of the affected SCC has been proposed. 22 patients who were treated with this method did not show any postoperative deterioration of hearing \[[@R74]\].

### 3.5.6 Anatomical variations and anomalies of the facial nerve

Dehiscence of the fallopian canal is a common finding in middle ear surgery. A prevalence of 55% / 56% was observed in two temporal bone studies (n=535/n=1000), the average size of the dehiscence was 0.7 to 0.9 mm \[[@R75]\], \[[@R76]\]. Further analyses reported bony defects of the facial canal in 8.9% \[[@R77]\], 11.4% \[[@R78]\], 17.1% \[[@R79]\], 25% \[[@R80]\] and 57% \[[@R81]\] of cases.

The tympanic part of the fallopian canal next to the oval window is the most common site for dehiscence \[[@R82]\], \[[@R83]\]. The two temporal bone studies mentioned above \[[@R75]\], \[[@R76]\] detected 83%/73.5% of bony defects in this area. The surgeon should always keep in mind that fallopian canal dehiscence is often not visible during surgery: for instance, a discrepancy between the prevalence of a dehiscent facial canal in histopathological and clinical studies has been reported (up to 74% *versus* 7--11%) \[[@R84]\]. In case of a large defect, the tympanic part of the facial nerve may even herniate into the middle ear and mimick a tumour \[[@R85]\].

Furthermore, the (dehiscent) nerve may cross the oval window, look like a thickened chorda tympani or show a duplication \[[@R82]\], \[[@R86]\]. A bifurcation of the facial nerve was observed in three out of 500 temporal bones \[[@R87]\]. Anatomical variations of the facial nerve deserve particular attention when performing ear surgery in infants: due to the superficial location of the stylomastoid foramen at this age, the skin incision alone may suffice to cause permanent damage to the facial nerve \[[@R34]\].

The ear surgeon should always keep in mind that one malformation is often associated with further abnormalities. Therefore, anatomical variations and anomalies of the facial nerve should especially be suspected in patients with known malformations of the temporal bone \[[@R82]\], \[[@R88]\], \[[@R89]\]. For instance, facial nerve abnormalities have been reported in 20% of patients with congenital malformations of the ear \[[@R90]\]. Anatomical variations of the facial nerve were observed in 15 out of 66 cases with minor temporal bone malformations and in 21 out of 62 cases with major temporal bone malformations \[[@R91]\]. Another study reported 22 facial nerve abnormalities in 50 major aural malformations \[[@R92]\]. A lack of bony cover (25 cases) and an aberrant course of the facial nerve (13 cases) were detected in 71 major aural malformations \[[@R93]\].

Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"} \[[@R82]\] summarizes the most common anatomical variants and anomalies of the facial nerve within the middle ear, including:

an overhanging (dehiscent) nerve with (sub-)total obstruction of the oval window (Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"} b, c, d, e)elongation of the second genu resulting in a sharp angle between tympanic and mastoidal portion of the facial nerve (Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"} f)duplication in the tympanic segment of the nerve (Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"} g)lateralization/anterior displacement of the mastoidal portion (Fig. 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"} h, i)absence of the chorda tympani.

This knowledge requires diligent preparation along the course of the facial nerve during ear surgery in order to prevent injuries, especially in the tympanic part, where bony defects of the fallopian canal are very common. The presence of additional temporal bone malformations may help to prevent iatrogenic injury, as it raises the ear surgeon's awareness about a possible anomaly of the facial nerve. Therefore, the risk of accidental iatrogenic facial nerve injury has been estimated to be higher in minor as compared to major middle ear malformations \[[@R91]\]. If an abnormal facial nerve is suspected, the ear surgeon has to treat every nervous tissue within the middle ear as if it was the facial nerve -- until proven otherwise. In such cases, the detection of small vessels on the surface of a structure may help to identify the facial nerve. Furthermore, the surgeon should use the common landmarks of middle ear surgery (e.g. lateral SCC, oval and round window, cochleariform process) when looking for the facial nerve \[[@R34]\].

In addition, intraoperative facial nerve EMG may help the surgeon to identify the facial nerve in case of an anomaly. In general, the surgeon should use intraoperative EMG whenever he feels insecure about the course of the facial nerve -- even if this means he has to interrupt the surgical procedure in order to build up the monitoring. Finally, the surgeon should pay special attention to a possibly elongated second genu between the tympanic and mastoidal segment of the facial nerve in order to prevent iatrogenic nerve injury while performing a mastoidectomy.

### 3.5.7 Facial nerve palsy in middle ear surgery

The incidence of facial nerve palsy due to ear surgery has been estimated to lie between 1:600 and 1:1200 \[[@R94]\]. In 70% of cases, iatrogenic injuries have been located to the pyramidal segment of the facial nerve (between tympanic and mastoidal segment) at the second genu (directly inferior to the lateral SCC). However, it should be noted that 20% of cases were observed after tympano-ossiculoplasty (particularly in tympanosclerosis) \[[@R1]\].

The ear surgeon should keep in mind that the clinical appearance may be misleading in the first days following an intraoperative lesion of the facial nerve. For instance, eyelid closure may still appear to be complete within the first three days after surgery due to the effects of gravity. Therefore, it is recommended to test eye closure in the supine position in order to recognize facial nerve palsy as early as possible.

If the surgeon notices a minor lesion of the facial nerve during surgery, a postoperative control of facial nerve function is justified. In case the nerve has been cut completely or has been injured over a long distance, primary reanastomosis or interposition grafting (using the greater auricular nerve in most cases) should be performed in the same session, depending on the type and extent on the lesion. The natural course of the facial nerve should be preserved. The interposition graft should be placed within the fallopian canal, sutures are usually not required. The surgeon should ensure a good contact between the nerve endings avoiding tissue, fibrin glue and blood within the anastomosis. Resection of 1 to 2 mm of epineurium has been suggested in order to prevent scarring between the nerve endings \[[@R34]\].

If facial nerve palsy is noticed immediately after the operation, the ear surgeon should also consider possible side effects of local anaesthetics as a differential diagnosis. Transient facial nerve palsy within the first two to three postoperative hours has been reported in this context \[[@R34]\], \[[@R95]\]. However, persistent postoperative facial nerve palsy requires further electrophysiological and radiological assessment in order to decide whether revision surgery is useful and necessary. In particular, the ear surgeon has to consider the possibility of an accidental iatrogenic injury, which was not noticed during the surgical procedure. In such cases, evaluation of the bony facial canal by HRCT may help to detect the site of the lesion. MRI, however, is not suited for judging the integrity and function of the facial nerve within the middle ear \[[@R1]\].

Even if the facial nerve is fully functional within the first postoperative days, patients may develop delayed facial nerve palsy, which is considered to be caused by virus reactivation \[[@R96]\]. Minor intraoperative trauma to the facial nerve has been suggested to trigger reactivation of the herpes simplex or varicella zoster virus resulting in the clinical picture of Ramsay Hunt syndrome \[[@R97]\], \[[@R98]\].

### 3.5.8 Chorda tympani

Chorda tympani symptoms (particularly taste alterations and dry mouth) following middle ear surgery are expected in 15 to 22% of patients \[[@R99]\], \[[@R100]\]. Persistent dysgeusia was reported in 2.7 to 12% of cases if the nerve had been preserved, and in 5.3 to 43% of cases if the chorda tympani had been disrupted \[[@R101]\], \[[@R102]\], \[[@R103]\], \[[@R104]\]. At first sight, these values seem to contradict common clinical observations.

Ear surgeons often make the experience that postoperative taste disturbance occurs more frequently after intraoperative stretching of the chorda tympani than after a complete transection of the nerve \[[@R101]\], \[[@R105]\], \[[@R106]\], \[[@R107]\], \[[@R108]\], \[[@R109]\]. This observation has been documented in the literature quite early: for instance, only three out of 45 patients reported ageusia following radical mastoidectomy with disruption of the chorda tympani \[[@R110]\]. Likewise, only 5% of patients (n=113) complained of persistent taste disturbance following transection of the chorda tympani during ear surgery. Furthermore, metallic taste and paraesthesia of the tongue (e.g. tingling) have been described in this situation \[[@R107]\], \[[@R111]\].

However, these general observations have to be differentiated according to the underlying ear pathology. The ear surgeon should always keep in mind that *pre*operative dysgeusia is more common in chronic inflammatory disease (e.g. cholesteatoma) than in non-inflammatory disorders of the middle ear (e.g. otosclerosis) \[[@R105]\], \[[@R112]\]. Therefore, a patient, whose chorda tympani has been disrupted during cholesteatoma surgery, will less likely notice a postoperative change in taste perception than a patient with a chorda tympani lesion due to stapes surgery. This aspect should also be explained to the patient during preoperative counselling (see also chapter 2.5). Accordingly, a prospective study on 45 patients reported a higher rate of postoperative taste disturbance after stapes *versus* cholesteatoma surgery \[[@R111]\].

Beside a possible preoperative chorda tympani dysfunction, neurophysiological aspects have to be considered in this context as well. For instance, unilateral disruption of the chorda tympani causes loss of contralateral inhibition as well, which enables the *contra*lateral nerve to compensate for the loss of taste to a certain degree. Therefore, the patient often experiences less severe postoperative disturbance of taste than expected \[[@R113]\], \[[@R114]\], \[[@R115]\].

Intraoperative manipulations of the chorda tympani have to be carried out with utmost care. Suctioning, stretching and desiccation of the nerve fibres may cause loss of function \[[@R116]\]. Therefore, it has been recommended to moisten the chorda tympani regularly with wet pieces of Gelfoam once it has been detached from the tympanic membrane \[[@R1]\]. However it should be mentioned at this point that it is difficult for the surgeon to estimate the potential traumatic effect of individual manipulations during the operation.

Likewise, it is hard to predict the potential for recovery of postoperative chorda tympani symptoms. The underlying ear pathology (e.g. preoperative dysfunction due to inflammatory disease) and the extent of the surgical trauma are regarded to be the most important factors in this context \[[@R107]\]. Furthermore, the recovery rate of taste disturbance after ear surgery has been reported to be higher in younger than in older patients \[[@R117]\].

### 3.5.9 Skull base

The dura is an important landmark and can help to identify the lateral skull base in ear surgery. Small bleedings from the dura can usually be managed with bipolar cautery. If the superior petrous sinus has been opened, plugging with oxidized cellulose may be necessary. In general, the principles of endonasal duraplasty can also be applied to the lateral skull base \[[@R118]\]. Cartilage has been recommended to prevent a prolapse of brain tissue into the tympanic cavity \[[@R34]\].

### 3.5.10 Bleeding

Profuse intraoperative bleeding should always be avoided, as it compromises the ear surgeon's view within the operating field. Common strategies include: (i) infiltration of the EAC/postauricular fold with vasoconstrictive agents before surgery, (ii) local application of Gelfoam pelltes soaked with vasoconstrictors and (iii) preoperative conservative treatment of inflammatory middle ear disease. Severe venous and arterial bleedings are rare events in ear surgery. Venous bleeding may be caused by an accidental injury of emissary veins or the sigmoid sinus/jugular bulb. In case of the emissary veins, a diamond burr without irrigation can be used to stop the bleeding. Minor defects in the sigmoid sinus wall/jugular bulb can be covered with oxidized cellulose or collagen fleece soaked in fibrin sealant. Major lacerations (e.g. injury of the jugular bulb) may require packing of the sigmoid sinus and/or the tympanic cavity. If the bleeding cannot be managed this way, the ear surgeon has to (i) obliterate the sigmoid sinus, the superior and inferior petrous sinus and (ii) ligate the jugular vein -- a procedure known from jugular paraganglioma surgery (for details see chapter 5.4.5). An anterior sigmoid sinus and a high-riding dehiscent jugular bulb are at particular high risk for intraoperative injury. In the latter case, a simple myringotomy may suffice to cause severe venous bleeding within the hypotympanon \[[@R1]\], \[[@R34]\].

In analogy, a dehiscent ICA or an ICA aneurysm might be opened inadvertently during myringotomy \[[@R119]\], \[[@R120]\]. In case of an ICA haemorrhage during ear surgery, emergency measures include packing of the middle ear and stabilization of the patient's circulation. As known from anterior skull base surgery, muscle is a suitable tissue for closing ICA defects \[[@R121]\]. After the severe bleeding has been stopped, a meticulous examination of the artery is mandatory. In this context, an angiographic evaluation has to be performed in order to check for a possible ICA dissection or aneurysm \[[@R34]\].

In general, a dehiscent ICA is a rare finding in middle ear surgery. However, the ear surgeon has to be aware of the fact that pulsation of the artery -- which is weak or even absent in the endocranial space -- may be missing within the middle ear as well \[[@R43]\]. Furthermore, a persistent stapedial artery may be a source for bleeding. As this artery may contribute to the brain's blood supply, an angiographic evaluation has been recommended before closing it \[[@R122]\], \[[@R123]\].

4 General postoperative aspects of ear surgery
==============================================

The ear surgeon should never negate a postoperative complication. Recognizing an adverse event is an indispensable prerequisite for its successful treatment.

4.1 Postoperative electromyographic evaluation
----------------------------------------------

EMG of the facial nerve is required to differentiate between neuropraxia, axonotmesis and neurotmesis in case of a postoperative facial nerve palsy \[[@R124]\]. Complete recovery is usually observed for neuropraxia (axons and nerve sheath intact), while complete or faulty regeneration is possible in axonotmesis (disrupted axon, but intact nerve sheath). If a satisfactory recovery of function has not occurred within 12 months, surgical rehabilitation of the paralyzed faced should be considered. On the other hand, early revision surgery is indicated in case of neurotmesis (disrupted axon and nerve sheath) \[[@R34]\], \[[@R125]\].

4.2 Postoperative radiography
-----------------------------

If the position of the cochlear implant electrode has not been determined during surgery (see chapter 3.4), the radiographic control is performed postoperatively. Usually, MRI examinations up to 1.5 Tesla are possible in CI users. If necessary, the magnet can be removed temporarily for certain types of implants \[[@R29]\]. In any case, the manufacturer's specifications have to be observed.

Postoperative CT imaging is recommended in lateral skull base surgery in order to detect intracranial complications (e.g. haematoma). However, it has to be considered that these do not have to be present immediately after surgery, but may evolve within the first postoperative days. Therefore, additional CT controls have to be performed if the patient develops the respective clinical symptoms and signs \[[@R126]\], \[[@R127]\].

Postoperative radiography in skull base surgery is especially important if the operating field has been obliterated during surgery, which precludes a direct postoperative inspection. In these cases, HRCT and MRI findings often complement each other. Therefore, both imaging techniques have been recommended in the follow-up after resection of petrous bone cholesteatoma (once a year for at least five years) \[[@R33]\].

Moreover, HRCT *and* MRI imaging should be performed three months after surgery for temporal bone neoplasia. HRCT is required to document the bony anatomy after surgery. Often, MRI alone is sufficient for the subsequent annual imaging controls in these cases.

4.3 Balance
-----------

Postoperative labyrinthitis may affect the cochlea and/or the labyrinth. In general, the vestibular symptoms of labyrinthitis resemble those of vestibular neuritis. The patient displays a horizontal (rotatory) spontaneous nystagmus (SN) beating towards (i.) the affected ear in case of vestibular excitation and (ii) the contralateral ear in case of vestibular hypofunction. Conservative therapy includes (i) systemic administration of corticosteroids and antibiotics with a high penetrability to the inner ear (e.g. ceftriaxone) and (ii) vestibular rehabilitation training \[[@R128]\]. Depending on the degree of nausea and vomiting, i.v. fluid/electrolytes and antiemetic drugs should also be considered.

Revision surgery is required if a SN towards the contralateral ear and/or acute SNHL are observed in the early postoperative period. The surgeon should remove all foreign bodies (e.g. middle ear prostheses) in these cases and check for a defect of the otic capsule (labyrinthine fistula). Furthermore, sealing of the oval and round window has been recommended \[[@R34]\].

A labyrinthine fistula between middle and inner ear (e.g. at the horizontal SCC, round/oval window) is characterized by short bouts of spinning vertigo during pressure changes in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) -- and thus the perilymph. The attacks can be triggered e.g. by sneezing, coughing, pushing and lifting heavy weight. If these symptoms are present, the ear surgeon has to check for fistula signs, such as nystagmus provoked by (i) pressure changes in the EAC (e.g. by applying a Politzer air bag) or (ii) transition from sitting to lying supine and vice versa. The fistula has to be identified and sealed (e.g. with connective tissue and/or bone dust). During surgery, i.v. corticosteroids and ceftriaxone should be administered in order to protect inner ear function \[[@R2]\], \[[@R3]\].

Furthermore, benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) may be observed following ear surgery. Vibration due to the drilling procedure has been suggested to cause detachment of the otoliths from the utricular macula \[[@R129]\]. The special case of BPPV after stapes and cochlear implant surgery will be dealt with in chapters 5.1.4 and 5.2.2.2. Postoperative BPPV is treated with the same diagnostic and therapeutic maneuvers \[[@R2]\], \[[@R130]\], \[[@R131]\], \[[@R132]\], \[[@R133]\], \[[@R134]\], \[[@R135]\] as the idiopathic variant.

In case of a permanent vestibular deficit following ear surgery, the patient should receive vestibular rehabilitation training in order to (i) promote central vestibular compensation and (ii) induce somatosensory/visual substitution \[[@R136]\]. Vestibular exercises have been shown to improve central compensation following a unilateral loss of vestibular function \[[@R137]\].

Vestibular signs and symptoms do not always occur in the early postoperative period, but may also evolve after a symptom-free interval, e.g. following cochlear implant surgery (see also chapter 5.2.2.2). In these cases, it may be difficult to decide whether the balance problems are due to the surgery or an independent cause. In any case, it is advisable for the ear surgeon to have access to the whole spectrum of neurotological diagnostics and therapy in order to provide the optimal care for patients with vestibular problems following surgery of the ear/lateral skull base.

4.4 Periorbital/ocular complications
------------------------------------

Postoperative complications affecting the eye were reported in 92 out of 2,318 patients following tympanoplasty/mastoidectomy \[[@R138]\]. These included: transient blurred vision (n=63), mild periorbital edema (n=24), severe periorbital edema (n=4) and periorbital edema with ecchymosis on the eyelids (n=1). While blurred vision and edema usually recovered within two to three days, it took six weeks until the edema with ecchymosis had dispappeared completely. Furthermore, periorbital edema \[[@R139]\] and edema anterior/anterosuperior to the auricle \[[@R140]\] were reported in cochlear implant studies.

The following etiologies of periorbital complications in ear/lateral skull base surgery have been proposed: (i) preauricular incision with harvesting of temporal fascia resulting in a compromised venous/lymphatic drainage of the eyelids, (ii) compression by an overly tight wound dressing, (iii) drilling causing capillary injuries in the periorbital tissue (particularly in elderly patients with fragile capillaries) and (iv) presence of rhinosinusitis \[[@R138]\], \[[@R139]\], \[[@R140]\]. Furthermore, a haematogenous spread of bacteria should also be considered as a possible reason for edema/erythema of the eyelids following ear surgery. In this context it is worth mentioning that one study detected bacteria in 8.4% of venous blood samples obtained immediately after tympanoplasty/mastoidectomy \[[@R141]\].

Corneal abrasion, which is the most common cause for postoperative blurred vision, may be caused by (i) surgical drapes/foreign bodies contacting the eye accidentally during surgery and/or (iii) reduced tear production due to anticholinergic agents administered during anaesthesia \[[@R138]\]. Keeping in mind that an injury of the cornea may result in irreversible blindness \[[@R142]\], the ear surgeon should always be very cautious when placing surgical drapes around the eye.

4.5 What to do in case of a complication
----------------------------------------

The surgeon's attitude in case of an intra-/postoperative complication is of outstanding importance for the affected patient. Moreover, an honest and professional management of complications may help to prevent legal disputes \[[@R1]\]. Above all, it is essential to maintain a faithful relationship between the surgeon and his patient. In order to achieve this aim, the following suggestions should be considered: the surgeon should (i) look after the patient *himself*, (ii) explain honestly to the patient what has happened and (iii) treat the complication in a way the patient can understand. Sharing information with the patient's relatives -- after obtaining the patient's permission to do so -- may also help to stabilize the situation. If no personal communication with the patient is possible after a severe complication, the surgeon should try get into contact with the patient's family as soon as possible.

5 Selected surgical procedures
==============================

The following chapter covers typical pitfalls and complications of exemplary procedures in ear and lateral skull base surgery, aiming to provide the reader with a basic knowledge of common principles, which he can easily transfer to other pathologies as well. In detail, stapes surgery was chosen as an example for middle ear surgery plus opening of the inner ear (chapter 5.1), while cochlear implant surgery represents the approach of mastoidectomy/posterior tympanotomy (chapter 5.2). The typical risks and complications of surgical procedures in the internal auditory canal/cerebellopontine angle are illustrated by the example of vestibular schwannoma (VS) surgery (chapter 5.3). Finally, an overview of jugular paraganglioma surgery provides an insight into the pitfalls of petrous bone surgery (chapter 5.4).

5.1 Stapedotomy/stapedectomy
----------------------------

Hearing can be improved by stapes surgery in the majority of patients with otosclerosis. In general, complications are rare. However, the ear surgeon must keep in mind that the need to open the labyrinth gives rise to additional risks and complications which are not observed in other surgical procedures of the middle ear (e.g. tympanoplasty). The most common complications of stapes surgery -- which may have far-reaching consequences for the patient -- include: SNHL, vertigo/dizziness, perilymph fistula, tympanic membrane perforation, transient facial nerve palsy, chorda tympani symptoms and inflammatory complications \[[@R143]\], \[[@R144]\].

### 5.1.1 Conductive hearing loss after stapes surgery

Recurrent or persistent conductive hearing loss has been reported to be the most common complication after stapes surgery (2.7% of cases). Stapes revision is generally recommended if the air-bone gap exceeds 20 dB \[[@R145]\]. According to the literature, 5--10% of primary stapes operations require revision surgery \[[@R146]\].

HRCT of the temporal bone is a useful tool in the decision-making process concerning stapes revision \[[@R147]\], especially if conductive hearing loss persists after primary surgery. In these cases, HRCT is able to detect additional pathologies of the temporal bone which may account for the persistent hearing loss, e.g. the rare finding of a jugular bulb diverticulum with a bony dehiscence towards the vestibular aqueduct \[[@R148]\] or a dehiscence of the superior SCC (superior canal dehiscence syndrome = SCDS; for a detailed explanation see end of this chapter) \[[@R149]\].

A retrospective analysis of 201 stapes revisions in 175 patients described the following intraoperative findings for patients with conductive hearing loss after primary surgery: prosthesis lateralization due to collagen contracture of the oval window neomembrane (53%), partial or complete incus necrosis (33%), reossification of the stapes footplate (31%) and loosening of the loop on the incus (9%) \[[@R146]\]. A prospective study with 279 stapes revisions in 260 patients \[[@R150]\] identified the following causes for conductive hearing loss:

The stapes piston had lost contact to the vestibulum in 81% of patients. Postoperative migration of the prosthesis due to collagen contracture of the oval window neomembrane was suggested as the main underlying cause. Furthermore, these contractions may also reduce mobility of the stapes piston. A prosthesis, which was too short to reach the oval window neomembrane, was only found in 5% of patients.A fixed footplate was detected in 13% of cases. 60% showed partial incus erosion (\>50% of incus neck diameter), while 31% presented with (near-)total incus erosion.Incus dislocation (4%) was a rare observation. Fixation of the incus (2%) and the malleus (4%) usually occurred in the epitympanon.A perilymph fistula was detected in 5% of patients. In 2%, the piston was found to protrude too deeply into the vestibulum.

Based on these observations, several recommendations have been made in order to avoid postoperative contracture of the oval window neomembrane with subsequent prosthesis migration: (i) mucosal trauma in the oval window niche should be kept at a minimum, (ii) only thin layers of connective tissue should be used for sealing the oval window fenestration, (iii) the CO~2~ laser should be applied to create the opening in the footplate in order to increase precision and minimize trauma; in these cases, clotted blood is often sufficient for a tight sealing of the fenestration \[[@R150]\]. While small amounts of blood are safe, the surgeon should keep in mind that larger amounts may lead to haemosiderin deposits in the labyrinth resulting in hearing loss and vertigo \[[@R151]\]. In case of a small fenestration, additional sealing is often not necessary \[[@R152]\]. Prosthesis lateralization may occur both after stapedectomy and after partial removal of the footplate. On the contrary, migration of the stapes piston following stapedotomy is supposed to be prevented by the small diameter of the oval window fenestration \[[@R153]\].

Accidental incus dislocation may occur during fixation of the prosthesis loop, especially if the stapes superstructure has already been removed. Therefore, it has been recommended to introduce and fix the piston while the incustapedial joint is still intact \[[@R153]\].

Persistent conductive hearing loss after primary stapes surgery may also be due to malleus fixation. Both the malleus and the stapes are fixed in the embryonic middle ear. During further development, resorption of the bone leads to formation of the anterior malleal ligament (malleus) and the anular ligament (stapes). If this step is missing (atavism), both the malleus and the stapes remain fixed \[[@R154]\]. In addition, tympanosclerosis has to be considered as an underlying cause for malleus and/or incus fixation. Therefore, the ear surgeon always has to check the mobility of the entire ossicular chain before performing stapes surgery. If fixations are present, these have to be resolved -- or a malleovestibulopexy has to be performed.

Necrosis of the incus process corresponding to the pressure points of the piston has been described as one of the most common reasons for stapes revision surgery. If the new prosthesis cannot be attached to the proximal part of the incus, malleovestibulopexy is an alternative.

When judging hearing results after stapes surgery, time is a very important factor: for instance, one study showed that low-frequency hearing thresholds three weeks after stapedotomy were better for a 0.6-mm as compared to a 0.4-mm piston. However, this difference had disappeared in the three-month and one-year follow-up \[[@R155]\].

Although hearing outcome after stapes revision is generally supposed to be inferior to the results of primary surgery, the beneficial effects of revision surgery should not be underestimated. For instance, a study with 201 stapes revisions in 175 patients reported an improvement of the air-bone gap in 88% of cases \[[@R146]\]. The risk of profound SNHL following stapes revision has been estimated to be twice as high (2.2%) as compared to primary surgery \[[@R156]\]. Likewise, profound SNHL has been reported after an average of 1.7% (range: 0--14%) and 1.8% of stapes revisions (range 0--14%) in reviews of the literature. In this context, it should be noted that the result of 14% in one study with 35 patients is exceptionally high when compared to the rest of the studies \[[@R146]\], \[[@R157]\].

If the preoperative air-bone gap persists after stapes surgery, a bony dehiscence of the superior SCC should be considered as a differential diagnosis \[[@R158]\], \[[@R159]\], \[[@R160]\], \[[@R161]\], \[[@R162]\]. Temporal bone studies determined an anatomical prevalence of 0.4 and 1.6% for a dehiscent superior SCC \[[@R163]\], \[[@R164]\]. However, only a minority of the affected individuals presents with the characteristic clinical symptoms and signs of SCDS, which are due to the presence of a "third window" in the inner ear (between superior SCC and endocranial space), including: (i) pressure- and noise-induced attacks of spinning vertigo lasting for seconds, (ii) an air-bone gap and (iii) autophony in the affected ear. Although vestibular symptoms are the clinical hallmark of SCDS, the ear surgeon should keep in mind that 8% of symptomatic patients display an exclusively audiological manifestation of the disease \[[@R161]\]. Several cases were reported in the literature, where SCDS was discovered only after the air-bone gap had not improved following stapes surgery.

Furthermore, the ear surgeon has to consider that the symptoms of SCDS may be masked by fixation of the stapes footplate, if both otosclerosis *and* SCDS are present in one ear. In these cases, fenestration of the oval window during stapedotomy may trigger the symptoms of a previously "silent" SCDS \[[@R149]\]. If the surgeon misinterprets postoperative vertigo and persistent conductive hearing loss as complications of stapes surgery, the diagnosis of SCDS is missed again \[[@R162]\].

In addition, the rare association between otosclerosis and SCDS illustrates nicely that postoperative symptoms do not necessarily have to be complications, but may also be caused by an independent pathology. Therefore, a diligent evaluation of the patient's neurotological symptoms and signs *before and after* a surgical procedure are of paramount importance in ear surgery.

### 5.1.2 Opening of the vestibulum

The stapes footplate should not be removed in total before creating an additional opening of the vestibulum (e.g. when fracturing the stapes crura). Otherwise, the sudden increase of pressure in the perilymph space may cause damage to the inner ear. In case of such an adverse event, a high-dose systemic treatment with corticosteroids has been recommended \[[@R165]\].

A floating footplate was observed in 1.2% of 420 primary stapedotomies \[[@R95]\]. In these cases, the authors recommended to create an additional opening at the promontory before removing the footplate with a micro hook. Furthermore, perforation of the stapes footplate while the stapes superstructure is still intact has been proposed to avoid a floating footplate \[[@R95]\]. This approach reduces the risk for incus dislocation as well (see also chapter 5.1.1). A floating footplate was not observed when a CO~2~laser was applied for perforation of the stapes footplate in a study with 188 stapedotomies \[[@R166]\].

If a tiny part of the footplate falls into the vestibulum, it may gently be removed with a micro hook. However, the surgeon should not "dig" for bony parts of the footplate, which have disappeared in the labyrinth \[[@R165]\]. If laser systems (e.g. CO~2~ laser) are used, the surgeon has to check the parameters of the system (e.g. pulse mode, duration, energy and diameter of the laser beam) in order to avoid thermal trauma of the inner ear \[[@R166]\].

### 5.1.3 Sensorineural hearing loss after stapes surgery

SNHL following stapes surgery has been observed in 6.6% of cases and usually affects the high frequencies (5.7%) \[[@R167]\]. Profound SNHL, which is considered to be the most severe complication of stapes surgery, has been in reported in 1% of cases \[[@R156]\], \[[@R165]\]. Even for very experienced surgeons, this risk has been estimated with 0.5% \[[@R168]\] and 0.6% \[[@R169]\]. Therefore, preoperative counselling of the patient before stapes surgery has to include information about hearing aids as an alternative approach for improving the patient's hearing thresholds \[[@R170]\].

Although it is difficult to identify the underlying reason for profound SNHL following stapes surgery, some factors are known today. For instance, Gelfoam should not be used to seal the fenestration of the footplate because (i) it has been associated with an increased incidence of perilymph fistulae \[[@R171]\], \[[@R172]\], \[[@R173]\], \[[@R174]\] and (ii) formaldehyde, which is used for sterilization of Gelfoam, is an ototoxic agent. It has been shown that 20 to 60 µg of formaldehyde suffice to cause irreversible damage to the organ of Corti \[[@R175]\]. Tissue for sealing the oval window fenestration should not contain large amounts of local anaesthetics, as these may induce postoperative vertigo and SNHL \[[@R152]\]. In general, the risk for inner ear trauma with SNHL is considered to be lower for stapedotomy as compared to stapedectomy \[[@R167]\].

### 5.1.4 Balance

Intraoperative opening of the vestibulum during stapes surgery carries the risk of inducing vestibular dysfunction. In this context, the surgeon should keep in mind that vestibular signs and symptoms do not necessarily show a perfect correlation \[[@R176]\], \[[@R177]\]. The few studies on balance disorders after stapes surgery are difficult to compare to each other due to different surgical techniques and postoperative follow-up periods. Furthermore, it has to be noticed that vestibular symptoms and signs may well have been present *before* stapes surgery \[[@R176]\].

Early vestibular symptoms (e.g. vertigo, tilting/floating sensation, dizziness) after stapes surgery have been reported by 52% \[[@R177]\] and 82% \[[@R178]\] of patients in recent studies. Usually, a complete resolution of symptoms is observed within the first postoperative week. Only 3% of patients still described a sensation of vertigo one month after staped*otomy* \[[@R176]\]. On the contrary, 30% of patients experienced vestibular symptoms three months after staped*ectomy* in previous studies \[[@R179]\].

Vestibular symptoms include (i) spinning and non-spinning vertigo (e.g. rocking, swaying, tilting, bobbing, bouncing) and (ii) dizziness/lightheadedness \[[@R177]\]. The ear surgeon should be able to distinguish between the four following vestibular syndromes following stapes surgery: vestibular excitation, vestibular hypofunction, BPPV and perilymph fistula (for details see chapter 4.3 and \[[@R2]\]). Postoperative vestibular signs include: (i) nystagmus (spontaneous, head-shaking, positional/positioning, pressure-induced), (ii) a tilted subjective visual horizontal/vertical, (iii) asymmetric VEMPs and/or caloric responses and (iv) abnormal vestibulospinal function/posturography findings.

In case of vestibular excitation after stapes surgery, the nystagmus beats towards the operated ear, whereas a nystagmus to the contralateal side is observed for vestibular hypofunction \[[@R177]\], \[[@R176]\]. Furthermore, a reduced caloric response on the side of the operated ear indicates a vestibular deficit \[[@R180]\]. Tilting of the subjective visual horizontal away from the operated side has been interpreted as a sign for increased activity of the otolith organs following surgical manipulation of the vestibulum \[[@R181]\]. Furthermore, computed dynamic posturography detected a transient functional vestibular deficit following stapes surgery \[[@R178]\].

The anatomical relationship between stapes footplate, utriculus and sacculus is the key for understanding the pathomechanism of vestibular dysfunction after stapes surgery. Recent micro-CT studies have confirmed that the closest distance between stapes footplate and vestibular epithelium is located in the posterosuperior utricular macula (distance: 0.61 mm on average; see Figure 4 [(Fig. 4)](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@R182]\]. Therefore, the utriculus is particularly at risk, when the stapes prosthesis protudes too deeply into the vestibulum, which may either cause (i) chronic vestibular excitation \[[@R181]\] or (ii) a permanent vestibular deficit due to damage of the vestibular epithelium. Furthermore, persistent vestibular hypofunction following stapes surgery may be due to labyrinthitis and/or loss of perilymph \[[@R177]\], \[[@R178]\], \[[@R183]\].

Postoperative BPPV, which has been described in 6.1% \[[@R184]\] and 8.5% \[[@R185]\] of cases, may result from (i) bony fragments of the stapes footplates falling into the perilymph space or (ii) detachment of otoliths from the utricular membrane due to drill-associated vibration. At this point, it should be noted that the development of BPPV symptoms may be delayed after stapes surgery \[[@R184]\], \[[@R185]\].

Perilymph fistula presenting with pressure-induced vertigo attacks an/or fluctuating SNHL may be caused by (i) a dehiscent seal of the oval window fenestration or (ii) prosthesis migration resulting in tearing of the oval window neomembrane \[[@R176]\]. The surgeon should be aware of the fact that a perilymph fistula may occur with a latency of 12 to 15 years after stapes surgery \[[@R186]\].

In case a patient complains of vertigo/dizziness in the early postoperative period, the ear surgeon should check for the presence of nystagmus and perform the Weber tuning fork test. In any case, the pressure of the packing in the ear canal should be relaxed. BPPV is treated with the well-known liberatory/repositioning maneuvers (see also chapter 4.3). Conservative treatment of vestibular excitation/hypofunction and suspected perilymph fistula includes systemic administration of corticosteroids and antibiotics with a high penetrability to the inner ear (e.g. ceftriaxone). If symptoms persist despite these conservative measures, surgical revision has to be performed immediately \[[@R187]\].

HRCT has a high diagnostic value in the decision-making process for stapes revision due to postoperative vertigo. For instance, a dislocation of the piston into the vestibulum, a pneumolabyrinth indicating a perilymph fistula, newly formed otosclerotic foci, fibrous adhesions and defects of the stapes prosthesis are visible on CT images \[[@R188]\]. In summary, the synopsis of neurotological signs/symptoms and CT findings helps the surgeon to decide for the optimal treatment of vertigo following stapes surgery (conservative/surgical) in each individual case \[[@R1]\]. However, it should be kept in mind that the insertion depth of the stapes piston is often overestimated by CT and rotational tomography \[[@R189]\].

In a series of 175 patients, stapes revision was performed because of postoperative vertigo in 16 cases (8%) \[[@R146]\]. Intraoperative findings included: an overly long piston, excessive mobility of the piston due to incus displacement and irritation of the utricular macula by the piston \[[@R146]\].

If stapes surgery of the second ear is planned, it should be taken into consideration that vestibular dysfunction following surgery of the first ear may well be present, but completely asymptomatic. Therefore, a complete neurotological examination (including caloric irrigation, VOR and VEMPs) should be performed before *every* stapes surgery of the second ear, particularly in order to judge the potential for vestibular compensation in case of postoperative vestibular hypofunction.

### 5.1.5 Facial nerve palsy

The risk for transient/delayed facial nerve palsy following stapes surgery has been estimated with 0.07% in the literature \[[@R169]\]. Several authors have reported delayed facial nerve palsy after a free interval of some days after stapes surgery \[[@R190]\], \[[@R191]\], \[[@R192]\], \[[@R193]\]. Two large series with 2,307 and 2,152 stapedectomies described delayed facial nerve palsy in 0.22% \[[@R194]\] and 0.51% \[[@R195]\] of cases, respectively. Possible pathomechanisms include: (i) reactivation of a latent herpes simplex infection within the geniculate ganglion, (ii) intraoperative stretching of the chorda tympani, (iii) mechanical irritation of a dehiscent facial nerve and (iv) thermal injury caused by a potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) laser \[[@R195]\], \[[@R196]\], \[[@R197]\] (see also chapter 3.5.7). Based on the virus reactivation theory, systemic treatment with acyclovir and corticosteroids has been recommended for delayed facial nerve palsies after stapes surgery. Although the nerve usually recovers completely \[[@R193]\], faulty regeneration with synkinesis and spasms) has been reported as well \[[@R190]\]. Identification of the facial nerve at the oval window may be very difficult during revision surgery due to misleading middle ear adhesions. Accordingly, facial nerve lesions have been reported in 3 to 20% of cases after stapes revision \[[@R150]\].

### 5.1.6 Chorda tympani

In general, taste disturbance is observed more frequently after stapes surgery as compared to middle ear surgery for inflammatory disease (see chapter 3.5.8). For instance, 80% of 126 patients reported taste alterations and a dry mouth following stapes surgery \[[@R101]\]. Moreover, taste disturbance was described in 95% of cases after the chorda tympani had been cut*versus*52% if it had been preserved \[[@R102]\]. Six months after surgery, these numbers had dropped to 22% and 10%, respectively \[[@R198]\].

In general, preoperative counselling of the patient should always include the risk of chorda tympani dysfunction, as manipulation or even transection of the nerve might be necessary during stapes surgery. However, severe chorda tympani symptoms following disruption of the nerve are rare (\<5%) -- despite the high rate of subjective taste disorders in the early postoperative period \[[@R102]\].

### 5.1.7 Perilymph gusher

A perilymph gusher (extensive jet-like outflow of perilymph or CSF from of the vestibulum due to an open cochlear aqueduct) usually occurs unexpectedly during stapes surgery. Therefore, the surgeon should pay attention to possible stapes malformations (e.g. in the posterior crus), as these may herald an open cochlear aqueduct/perilymph gusher. When performing stapes surgery of the second ear, the surgeon has to keep in mind that uneventful surgery on the first side does not preclude a possible perilymph gusher in the second ear \[[@R199]\].

In case of the milder variant ("oozer"), it is often possible to introduce the stapes piston and seal the vestibulum tightly \[[@R156]\], \[[@R165]\]. In general, it has been recommended to cover the entire stapes footplate if increased perilymph flow is encountered during the operation \[[@R165]\]. If the stapes superstructure has been left *in situ* before performing the stapedotomy \[[@R37]\], \[[@R95]\], \[[@R155]\], it is possible to wedge a large piece of connective tissue between the footplate and the incus in order to seal the oval window fenestration tightly \[[@R165]\], \[[@R199]\]. In extreme cases, application of a lumbar drainage for three to four days may be of additional help to reduce CSF pressure \[[@R1]\], \[[@R156]\], \[[@R165]\].

### 5.1.8 Stapes surgery and otitis media

The ear surgeon has to decide when to perform stapes surgery in case of otosclerosis and concomitant otitis media. Surgery of the middle ear in presence of acute inflammatory disease is associated with an increased risk for labyrinthitis and bleeding, both of which jeopardize inner ear function \[[@R200]\]. Therefore it is generally recommended to postpone stapes surgery until the acute inflammation has resolved completely \[[@R201]\], \[[@R202]\]. In this context, it is worth mentioning that the risk for SNHL seems to be dependent on the nature of the middle ear pathogen/toxin. For instance, animal studies showed that opening of the inner ear after instillation of *Pseudomonas* *aeruginosa*exotoxin A into the middle ear may cause profound SNHL -- an effect, which was not observed after infection of the middle ear with *Streptococcus pneumoniae/Haemophilus influenzae* or instillation of *H. influenzae* type b endotoxin \[[@R202]\].

### 5.1.9 Stapes surgery and meningitis

Bacterial labyrinthitis with subsequent meningitis is a rare, but severe complication of stapes surgery. For instance, one case of bacterial meningitis on the third postoperative day (POD 3) was reported \[[@R203]\]. Furthermore, two episodes of meningitis following stapedotomy were observed in one patient with a perilymph fistula plus inner ear malformation \[[@R204]\].

### 5.1.10 Bleeding

Manipulation of the mucosa around the stapes footplate is the most common cause for profuse intraoperative bleeding, which obscures the view of the operating field -- particularly after the vestibulum has been opened. The surgeon has to be extremely careful when using suction near the fenestration of the oval window in such cases. While the inner ear can compensate for the loss of small amounts of perilymph, suctioning of larger amounts jeopardizes inner ear function. Therefore, it is recommended to apply Ringer's solution or physiological saline to the vestibulum immediately in case of accidental suctioning of perilymph \[[@R194]\]. In order to avoid this complication, a combination of middle ear irrigation and suction can be used: placement of the suction tube at a certain distance to the oval window allows the surgeon to clear the view of the stapes footplate without challenging inner ear function (see also chapter 3.5.4).

In case of active otosclerosis ("Schwartze sign") and inflammation, stapes surgery should be postponed \[[@R165]\]. Apart from possible inflammatory complications, the increased risk of bleeding with insufficient view of the stapes footplate has to be considered in this context (see chapter 5.1.8). An anteriorly displaced sigmoid sinus \[[@R143]\] or a persistent stapedial artery, which has to be expected in one of 1000 surgical procedures of the ear \[[@R205]\], are rare causes for bleeding in stapes surgery \[[@R143]\]. Recommendations for the management of a persistent stapedial artery range from (i) rerouting \[[@R206]\] and termination of the surgery if this is not possible \[[@R183]\] up to (ii) coagulation of the artery \[[@R207]\]. For further details see chapter 3.5.10.

### 5.1.11 Granulations

Granulation tissue of the middle/inner ear following stapes surgery has frequently been called "reparative granuloma". Nowadays, application of this term is discouraged as (i) there is no histological evidence for granulomatous formation in this nonspecific granulation tissue and (ii) "reparative granuloma" can easily be confused with "giant cell reparative granuloma" (which usually involves the jaws!). Therefore, it has been suggested to use the term "stapes surgery induced granulation tissue (SSIG)" instead \[[@R208]\].

Middle/inner ear granulations following stapes surgery have been associated with SNHL \[[@R156]\]. For instance, granulation tissue was detected during stapes revision in three out of six patients with SNHL \>85 dB following primary surgery (n=175 patients) \[[@R146]\]. Therefore, it is generally recommended to remove SSIG and seal the oval window niche subsequently. In order to avoid the development of granulations, the surgeon should be cautious not to introduce textile fibres along with the connective tissue used for sealing the oval window fenestration, as these may trigger a foreign body reaction with associated SNHL.

5.2 Cochlear implant surgery
----------------------------

Cochlear implant surgery is regarded to be a very safe and reliable procedure. Usually, complications respond to conservative treatment and/or circumscribed surgical procedures. Different classification schemes have been proposed for complications related to cochlear implantation. A commonly used system distinguishes between major complications, which are life-threatening or require surgical treatment including explantation, and minor events, which respond to conservative treatment \[[@R209]\], \[[@R210]\]. Other authors \[[@R211]\], \[[@R212]\] categorized the following as "major complications": death; meningitis; surgery without reimplantation (including large scalp necrosis, severe wound infection, electrode displacement, tympanic membrane perforation, receiver repositioning and cholesteatoma). In this context, "minor complications" were defined as: transient facial nerve palsy; scalp haematoma; wound infection not requiring revision surgery; tinnitus, pain and facial stimulation, which could be alleviated by electrode deactivation. Moreover, complications have been classified according to the time of their occurrence: intra-/perioperative, early postoperative (\<three months) and late postoperative (\>three months) \[[@R212]\], \[[@R213]\], \[[@R214]\]. Finally, postoperative complications have been divided into flap-, patient- and implant-associated events \[[@R213]\].

The incidence of major complications associated with cochlear implant surgery has been estimated between 1.8 and 8.9% (minor complications: 3.5--27%) \[[@R210]\], \[[@R213]\], \[[@R214]\], \[[@R215]\], \[[@R216]\], \[[@R217]\], \[[@R218]\], \[[@R219]\], \[[@R220]\]. Other studies have described a total complication rate of 5.7--29% \[[@R209]\], \[[@R212]\], \[[@R217]\], \[[@R221]\], \[[@R222]\], \[[@R223]\], \[[@R224]\]. Early postoperative complications have been reported in 5% and late postoperative complications in 4.1% of cases \[[@R209]\]. The following text applies the classification scheme proposed by \[[@R209]\] and \[[@R210]\].

### 5.2.1 Major complications

#### 5.2.1.1 Device failure

Device failure is considered to be the most common reason for reimplantation \[[@R221]\]. Failure rates of 1.7% and 2% have been reported in two large studies (n=720 and n=438, respectively) \[[@R209]\], \[[@R214]\]. No significant difference was observed for hearing performance before the device failure and after reimplantation, provided an equal number of electrode contacts was inserted into the cochlea during revision surgery \[[@R214]\].

The clinical picture of device failure is variable, which often makes it difficult to establish the correct diagnosis. The distinction between "hard" and "soft" device failures is based on their clinical presentation. In case of a "hard" device failure, (i) the patient has completely lost any kind of hearing impression on the implanted ear and (ii) telemetry fails to record any neural responses. On the contrary, a "soft" device failure is characterized by a deterioration of hearing performance, which cannot be attributed to any other cause. Fifteen hard and five soft device failures were reported in a series of 746 cochlear implantations \[[@R225]\].

Detection of a soft device failure is often a challenging task in clinical practice. At the end of the day, explantation of the old and reimplantation of a new device is the only possibility to confirm this diagnosis. If a soft device failure is suspected, a close cooperation between patient, cochlear implant team and manufacturer is essential in order to decide whether the hearing performance with the implant is still sufficient or whether a reimplantation should be performed.

If a technical defect of the device is confirmed after explantation, the diagnosis "soft device failure" has been proven. However, the situation may be less clear: sometimes, a technical defect cannot be detected in the explanted device. However, the patient's hearing performance improves after reimplantation, which supports the diagnosis of device failure. In any case, it should be noted that cochlear implant devices cannot be compared to each other in a one-to-one fashion (e.g. slight differences in the intracochlear position of the electrode, new hardware/software, different modes of electrical stimulation).

A recent consensus document \[[@R226]\] recommends to consider the following aspects if soft device failure is suspected:

clinical symptoms (e.g. perceived decrement in performance/fluctuating performance, abnormal auditory and non-auditory sensations, reluctance to wear the speech processor)medical aspects (e.g. electrode position, infection of the implantation site, delayed ossification of the cochlea, neurological disorders like stroke or demyelinating disease)audiological findings (e.g. sudden or progressive deterioration of hearing performance, reduced sensitivity or tolerance to stimulation)technical parameters of the device (e.g. reduced number of active channels, map deterioration, telemetry changes, abnormal results in the device integrity test).

The different definitions for device reliability and failure make it difficult for the clinician to compare individual cases to each other. In any case, a (suspected) device failure should be reported to the manufacturer in order to obtain an optimal overview of cochlear implant reliability. A European consensus document from 2005 \[[@R227]\] defined the term "device failure" as follows: "a device with characteristics outside the manufacturer's specification resulting in a loss of clinical benefit". If the problems resolve after reimplantation, a device failure should be considered and be reported to the manufacturer -- even if testing of the device could not confirm a technical defect. On the contrary, a medical problem should be suspected if reimplantation of a new device fails to restore hearing function \[[@R227]\].

Detection of a device failure is particularly difficult in small children, as they are not able to communicate a performance decrement. Therefore, a close cooperation between family, cochlear implant team and manufacturer is essential in these situations in order to diagnose and treat a possible device failure as early as possible.

#### 5.2.1.2 Electrode misplacement

Sites of improper electrode placement include: hypotympanic air cells (Figure 5 [(Fig. 5)](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), vestibulum and IAC. The latter two have to be considered particularly in patients with cochlear malformations. Placement of the electrode array in the vestibulum was reported in four out of 720 cochlear implantations; one of these patients had a Mondini deformity, and three showed cochlear ossification following meningitis \[[@R225]\]. Difficulties with the insertion of the electrode array were reported in 21 of 550 cochlear implant procedures, these resulted in: damage (n=1), compression (n=2) and improper placement of the electrode (n=11) or failed insertion due to cochlear ossification (n=6) \[[@R215]\].

It is generally recommended to introduce the electrode into the *scala tympani*, however placement of the electrode within the *scala vestibuli* or migration of the electrode between the twoscales have also been observed \[[@R40]\]. The impact of electrode position on postoperative speech perception in CI users has been discussed controversially. While good hearing outcomes were reported for single cases of *scala vestibuli* insertion \[[@R228]\], a study with 43 patients revealed that speech perception one year after the implantation was dependent on the position of the electrode and declined in the following order: *scala tympani* \> migration from *scala tympani* to scala vestibuli \>*scala vestibuli* \[[@R229]\]. Furthermore, one study showed that the hearing performance six months after cochlear implantation correlates with the number of electrode contacts in the *scala* *tympani* \[[@R230]\]. Electrode migration from *scala tympani* to*scala vestibuli* has been discussed as a negative predictive factor for postoperative speech understanding \[[@R40]\].

Beside intraoperative telemetry measurements, intra- and postoperative radiography (X-ray and HRCT) help the surgeon to confirm electrode position. Beside HRCT, rotation tomography can be employed to visualize the intracochlear position of the electrode \[[@R29]\], \[[@R39]\]. In particular, the surgeon should be aware of a possible misplacement of the electrode in patients with cochlear malformation and ossification.

Finally, postoperative migration of an originally intracochlear electrode has to be considered in case of a delayed decrement in hearing performance. Therefore, the intra- or early postoperative radiographic evaluation is not sufficient to rule out a possible dislocation of the electrode, which has to be considered especially in patients with cochlear malformations \[[@R221]\]. In addition to the stimulation electrode, the position of the reference electrode needs to be checked: for instance, migration of the reference electrode to the EAC \[[@R221]\] or the dura mater \[[@R231]\] has been reported in the literature. Radiographic re-evaluation of the electrode position may help the surgeon in the decision-making process concerning deterioration of hearing performance in CI users.

#### 5.2.1.3 Electrode exposure in an open mastoid cavity

If cochlear implant surgery is performed in a patient with an open mastoid cavity, a possible migration of the electrode into the cavity has to be considered \[[@R214]\]. Sufficient covering of the electrode has been recommended to avoid/treat this complication.

#### 5.2.1.4 Magnet displacement

Magnet displacement, which is predominantly observed after head trauma in paediatric CI users, has been attributed to the relatively thin scalp and the pronounced convexity of the skull at this age \[[@R232]\], \[[@R233]\]. Usually, displacement of the magnet is diagnosed by palpation and/or plain skull radiography. One study described this complication in two out of 720 cochlear implantees. Treatment included repositioning of the magnet into the silicone pocket and subsequent covering with Lyodura \[[@R214]\].

#### 5.2.1.5 Facial nerve stimulation/palsy

Undesired stimulation of the facial nerve, which is sometimes observed during hearing rehabilitation in CI users, may be caused by either (i) direct interaction between the electrode lead and the facial nerve in the area of the posterior tympanotomy or (ii) electrical co-stimulation of the facial nerve. While adjustment of the map and/or deactivation of selected electrodes is often sufficient to control facial co-stimulation, revision surgery is required in some cases. For instance, undesired stimulation of the facial nerve was reported in 13 out of 720 CI recipients. Revision surgery with an interposition of connective tissue between the nerve and the electrode lead was required in two of the patients \[[@R214]\].

Facial nerve palsy following cochlear implant surgery may be due to mechanical or thermal trauma during posterior tympanotomy. Thermal damage to the facial nerve, which was treated by decompression surgery, was reported in one out of 720 patients \[[@R214]\]. In general, facial nerve palsy after cochlear implant surgery is rare. In some studies, it has not been observed at all \[[@R209]\]. On the other hand, permanent facial nerve palsy was reported in five of 550 cochlear implant recipients (H-B grade III: n=4; grade V: n=1) \[[@R215]\]. Beside application of intraoperative monitoring, the ear surgeon should always be aware of possible facial nerve variants and anomalies within the mastoid, especially in patients with temporal bone malformations \[[@R234]\] (for details see chapter 3.5.6 and Figure 3 [(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

#### 5.2.1.6 Cochlear implant surgery and otitis media/mastoiditis

Infections have been reported after 1.4--16.6% of cochlear implant surgeries \[[@R209]\]. An increased risk for acute otitis media (AOM) is expected for children within the first postoperative months. If AOM occurs within the first two months after surgery, an aggressive treatment with parenteral antibiotics has been recommended \[[@R235]\]. Oral antibiotics can be used to treat AOM occurring later than two months after surgery, provided none of the following findings is present: inner ear malformation or CSF leak, mastoiditis/meningitis or an implant model with a positioner (Advanced Bionics AB5100H and AB 5100H-11) \[[@R30]\]. Furthermore, myringotomy tubes can be applied in patients with cochlear implants and recurrent AOM without increasing the risk for subsequent meningitis \[[@R235]\]. Mastoiditis responding to antibiotic treatment was reported in six out of 550 cochlear implantees \[[@R215]\].

If conservative treatment fails, the device has to be removed. In this context, the detrimental impact of bacterial colonization and biofilm formation on the implant surface has to be considered \[[@R236]\], \[[@R237]\], \[[@R238]\] (see also chapter 5.2.1.9). For instance, one study (n=438 patients) reported recurrence of AOM/mastoiditis despite antibiotic treatment and surgical revision (mastoidectomy) in one paediatric patient. Following the second episode of infection, the device was explanted. The patient's parents refused reimplantation later on \[[@R209]\].

Inflammatory disorders, such as chronic suppurative otitis media and retroauricular abscess formation, were the most common causes for explantation (n=11) in a series of 746 patients \[[@R225]\]. In general, the ear surgeon should consider to place a dummy into the cochlea if the implant has to be removed in order to maintain cochlear patency for a possible reimplantation.

A study with 550 consecutive cochlear implantations described tympanic membrane perforation/chronic suppurative otitis media (n=1) and development of cholesteatoma (n=6) as further complications in the middle ear. All seven patients underwent revision surgery \[[@R215]\].

#### 5.2.1.7 Meningitis

Meningitis is a rare, but possibly fatal complication of cochlear implant surgery. Twenty-one cases of meningitis were observed after a total number of 24,488 cochlear implantations in North America \[[@R216]\]. One case of meningitis was described in a series with 550 cochlear implantations (0.2%) \[[@R215]\]. Furthermore, a CSF leak with associated meningitis was reported for one patient and a perilymph gusher without meningitis in 2.7% of cases (n=262) \[[@R239]\].

Risk factors for meningitis in cochlear implantees include: young age, implant type and presence of inner ear/temporal bone malformations \[[@R214]\]. Preoperative vaccination, tight sealing of the cochleostomy and an early diagnosis and treatment of suspected postoperative meningitis are of paramount importance for the successful management of this complication \[[@R216]\]. Vaccination against *Streptococcus pneumoniae* and *Haemophilus influenzae* type B is generally recommended before cochlear implant surgery \[[@R235]\], particularly in children \[[@R30]\].

In this context, it is worth mentioning that meningitis is not only a possible complication *after*, but also an indication*for* cochlear implant surgery. In the latter case, the underlying cause for the meningitis should be determined before cochlear implantation. Among others, bony dehiscence of the skull base and immunodeficiency syndromes should be considered as differential diagnoses. For instance, one child, who had received a cochlear implant for postmeningitic deafness, was diagnosed with X-linked agammaglobulinaemia after the operation. Finally, the device had to be explanted because of recurrent infections \[[@R240]\].

Choosing the right time for cochlear implantation in postmeningitic deafness is a decisive factor for successful hearing rehabilitation. In this context, it is important to know that *labyrinthitis ossificans* was detected by HRCT as early as four weeks after meningitis in a study with 95 children. Usually, a bilateral ossification of the inner ear has to be expected in this situation. Although cochlear osteoneogenesis is known to be progressive, the time course cannot be predicted for the individual patient. Therefore, bilateral cochlear implant surgery should be performed as early as possible in case of profound SNHL following meningitis \[[@R241]\].

#### 5.2.1.8 Wound infection

Wound infections, which were observed for 4.2% of 733 CI recipients in one study, often respond to conservative treatment \[[@R242]\]. Early initiation of a broad-spectrum antibiotic treatment including agents with activity against methicillin-susceptible and methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* has been recommended for children \[[@R30]\]. Later on, the antimicrobial therapy can be adjusted according to the antibiogram. Early diagnosis and immediate therapy are essential in case of wound infections following cochlear implant surgery. Delayed initiation of therapy may end up with revision surgery -- or even explantation of the device \[[@R213]\], \[[@R243]\].

#### 5.2.1.9 Flap necrosis/device extrusion

Necrosis of the skin/muscle flap covering the receiver of the implant may be due to an overly tight wound dressing, wound infection and/or excessive magnetic force between the coil and the implant. A consequent treatment of surgical site infections is essential to avoid necrosis. In case a necrosis has developed, careful debridement and reconstruction of the skin surface with a full-thickness skin graft or a rotational flap have been recommended. Single cases of device explantation due to flap necrosis have been reported in the literature. For instance, three out of 720 cochlear implant recipients experienced flap necrosis, which required explantation in two cases \[[@R214]\]. In a further study with 438 cochlear implantations, two cases of wound infection with *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* were observed, which resulted in explantation and reimplantation after eight and 12 months, respectively \[[@R209]\].

Skin flap irritation due to an overly long nylon thread, which had been used for fixation of the implant, was reported in one out of 720 patients. The inflammatory response subsided after shortening of the thread during revision surgery \[[@R214]\]. Eight out of 550 patients presented with wound infection and flap dehiscence \[[@R215]\]. In this context, it should be noted that the risk for soft tissue complications seems to be similar for children and adults \[[@R244]\].

Knowledge of the different types of skin incisions and flap designs is an indispensable prerequisite to avoid flap necrosis. In the early days of cochlear implant surgery, large skin flaps were created in order to avoid placement of the implant directly below the skin incision. In case the skin incision line crosses the implant, it is recommended to create a musculofascial flap, which completely covers the implant and the electrode lead. Extended skin flaps have been associated with an increased risk of scalp necrosis due to a compromised vascular supply of the skin \[[@R213]\]. The superficial temporal artery and the dermal plexus feed the area anterior to the auricle, while the posterior area is supplied by the retroauricular and occipital branches of the external carotid artery \[[@R215]\].

Delayed swelling/itching of the skin covering the implant may indicate a foreign body reaction, which may require explantation of the device in single cases. After an infection has been ruled out, a possible contact dermatitis to silicone should be considered as a differential diagnosis \[[@R245]\], \[[@R246]\]. Considering the knowledge on silicone implants from other subspecialities (e.g. breast implants), the ear surgeon should keep in mind that silicone allergy may manifest itself in the early or late postoperative period. For instance, latencies of up to ten years have been reported in the literature \[[@R247]\]. If a contact dermatitis to silicone is suspected in a cochlear implantee, allergy testing using the material kit provided by the manufacturer should be performed. In this context, it is important to know that different types of silicone are used in different types of implants. Accordingly, reimplantation with a different type of implant has been reported as a successful treatment of silicone allergy \[[@R209]\]. Furthermore, three patients were re-implanted with custom-made implants excluding the type of silicone causing the allergic reaction \[[@R248]\]. Finally, non-allergic foreign body reactions with the histopathological finding of polynuclear giant cells have been reported in CI recipients as well.

#### 5.2.1.10 Haematoma

A haematoma requiring surgical revision is classified as a major complication. Haematomas are often caused by venous bleeding from the bone during preparation of the subperiostal plane. In case of a small skin incision, the bleeding source may be overlooked during the operation due to limited view. In these cases, illuminated retractors may help to gain an overview of the *entire* subperiostal pocket. One study reported surgical revision of a haematoma in three out of 720 cochlear implant recipients \[[@R214]\]. A subdural haematoma was observed in one patient following bipolar cautery of a prominent diploic vein in a study with 212 cochlear implantations \[[@R224]\].

### 5.2.2 Minor complications

#### 5.2.2.1 Tinnitus

Development of tinnitus following cochlear implant surgery is rare: 0.7% (n=438) and 1.9% (n=262) of CI users reported tinnitus after surgery \[[@R209]\], \[[@R239]\].

#### 5.2.2.2 Vertigo/dizziness

Although improvement of vestibular function following cochlear implantation has been reported \[[@R249]\], vestibular dysfunction is an important aspect in the postoperative care of cochlear implantees. As already mentioned in chapter 2.2, the physician has to distinguish between subjective vestibular*symptoms* and objective vestibular*signs*, which do not always correlate with each other perfectly \[[@R6]\].

Transient vertigo and dysequilibrium have been described as the most frequent minor complication after cochlear implant surgery \[[@R217]\]. The prevalence of postoperative vestibular symptoms has been reported to range between 0.33 to 75% \[[@R250]\], with values between 30 and 60% in most studies \[[@R5]\]. Ipsilateral caloric weakness following cochlear implantation has been observed in 16 to 50% of cases \[[@R4]\], \[[@R6]\], \[[@R250]\], \[[@R251]\], \[[@R252]\].

It is important to consider the different study designs and observation periods in order to judge these values adequately. Vertigo and dizziness may occur in the early postoperative period or after a latency of weeks to months \[[@R5]\], \[[@R253]\]. Moreover, various clinical presentations ranging from a single episode of vertigo up to recurrent vertigo attacks or persistent imbalance have to be distinguished \[[@R5]\].

A closer look at the underlying pathomechanisms helps to understand the different qualities and time courses of vestibular dysfunction following cochlear implantation. These models are based on both clinical observations and temporal bone studies \[[@R254]\], \[[@R255]\]. Due to the anatomy of the inner ear, the risk of intraoperative injury is highest for the sacculus, followed by the utriculus and the semicircular canals. Insertion of the electrode array into the cochlea may cause damage to the vestibular sensory epithelium \[[@R255]\]. Furthermore, a loss of perilymph may occur during cochleostomy. Both mechanisms are able to explain the clinical observation of an acute vestibular syndrome immediately after the operation.

BBPV, which is observed in 2.2 to 10% of patients following cochlear implantation \[[@R256]\], \[[@R257]\], may either be caused by (i) bone dust falling into the labyrinth or (ii) drill-associated dislocation of otoliths (see also chapters 4.3 and 5.1.4). Furthermore, activation of the implant has been discussed as a trigger for otolith displacement. Note that both adults and children may be affected by BPPV following cochlear implantation \[[@R258]\].

Post-mortem studies on temporal bones of cochlear implantees revealed various chronic changes of the vestibular organ (e.g. fibrosis of the vestibulum, osteogenesis, reactive neuroma), which were interpreted as sequelae of labyrinthitis, foreign body reaction or vascular lesion \[[@R255]\]. The time-course of these pathophysiological reactions may explain the delayed onset of vestibular symptoms in some CI users after an initial symptom-free interval in the early postoperative period. At this point it is worth mentioning that the chronic changes described above were only observed if the electrode had been inserted into the *scala vestibuli*. Therefore, the surgeon should aim to place the electrode within the *scala tympani* not only for audiological, but also for vestibular reasons. Furthermore, endolymph hydrops was detected in temporal bone studies following cochlear implantation, which is considered to be the histological correlate for the clinical observation of Menière-like vertigo attacks in CI recipients \[[@R254]\].

Some patients experience vertigo/disequilibrium when exposed to loud noise, provided that the implant is active. In these cases, vestibular co-stimulation by the cochlear implant has to be considered \[[@R259]\]. On the other hand, short pressure-induced attacks of vertigo (e.g. provoked by sneezing, coughing, lifting heavy weight) may be caused by a perilymph fistula due to an insufficient sealing of the cochleostomy (for further information see chapters 4.3 and 5.1.4).

In summary, the plethora of underlying causes for vestibular dysfunction in cochlear implantees requires a thorough neurotological work-up. Therapeutic options include: reposition maneuvers for BPPV, vestibular rehabilitation training for acute and chronic vestibular hypofunction \[[@R214]\] and tympanotomy in cases of a suspected perilymph fistula.

Soft surgery is generally recommended to reduce vestibular complications associated with cochlear implantation. In this context, several studies have compared postoperative vestibular function after anterior cochleostomy*versus* round window insertion of the electrode. A postoperative decrement of saccular and horizontal SCC function was observed more frequently following anterior cochleostomy (50% and 43%) as compared to round window insertion (13% and 9%) \[[@R260]\]. Furthermore, local application of methylprednisolone to the round window membrane during CI surgery has been recommended to reduce the incidence of postoperative vestibular symptoms \[[@R261]\].

Unfortunately, no preoperative predictors of postoperative vestibular function have been identified to date \[[@R262]\]. In particular, it must be noted that a chronic vestibular dysfunction may be present after cochlear implant surgery, even if the patient has no subjective symptoms or has recovered quickly from postoperative vertigo \[[@R263]\].

The ear surgeon should always keep in mind that vestibular problems may have a severe impact on the CI user's quality of life. Vestibular re-evaluation is recommended before cochlear implant surgery of the second ear (see chapter 2.2 and 5.1.4) in order to balance the possible benefits of bilateral hearing against the risk of bilateral vestibulopathy. This aspect deserves special attention in the discussion about *simultaneous* bilateral cochlear implantation \[[@R9]\].

#### 5.2.2.3 Transient facial nerve palsy

Delayed facial nerve palsy following cochlear implant surgery is treated with steroids and usually recovers well. For instance, two out of 720 patients displayed postoperative facial weakness, which resolved completely \[[@R214]\]. Another study reported 12 cases of transient facial nerve palsy and three cases of chorda tympani dysfunction in 550 CI recipients \[[@R215]\]. Transient chorda tympani symptoms were described by 5.7% of patients in a retrospective study with 505 implantations \[[@R217]\].

#### 5.2.2.4 Tympanic membrane/posterior wall of the external auditory canal

Injuries of the tympanic membrane and the posterior wall of the EAC may occur during cochlear implant surgery. Usually they are treated during primary surgery. For instance, tympanic membrane perforation was observed in 10 patients, and injury of the posterior wall of the EAC was reported in 12 cases among 550 cochlear implantations \[[@R215]\].

#### 5.2.2.5 Emphysema/haematoma

The ear surgeon should also pay attention to postoperative emphysema and haematoma, which may reach the lateral corner of the eye according to the extension of the temporal fascia. Revision surgery is rarely necessary in these cases. Wound swelling was reported in 13 of 438 cochlear implantations (3%) \[[@R209]\]. Scalp pneumatoceles triggered by Valsalva's maneuver may occur early or months to years after cochlear implantation. Usually, they resolve by themselves, however they may be accompanied by infection or implant dysfunction \[[@R264]\].

5.3 Vestibular schwannoma
-------------------------

Treatment of vestibular schwannomas (VS) is determined by: tumour biology, long-term tumour control, functional outcome and quality of life. Due to the refinements in VS surgery, mortality rates are approaching zero \[[@R265]\], \[[@R266]\]. In summary, postoperative morbidity has been estimated to be \<5% \[[@R267]\], \[[@R268]\], \[[@R269]\], \[[@R270]\]. Postoperative complications include: CSF leakage, cranial nerve (CN) dysfunction, meningitis, cerebral edema/contusion, intracranial haematoma, hemiparesis, hydrocephalus and wound infection \[[@R271]\]. Among these, CSF leakage (10--15% of cases) and dysfunction of CN VII and VIII are the most common problems.

### 5.3.1 Surgical approach

In general, three basic surgical approaches can be used for exposure of vestibular schwannomas: translabyrinthine (TL), middle fossa (MF) and retrosigmoid (RS). Complete microsurgical removal of the tumour has been reported in 97%, recurrence of disease has been observed in 9% of cases \[[@R271]\]. It is also possible to perform a deliberate near-total resection near the brainstem and the cranial nerves combined with postoperative radiosurgery in order to preserve cranial nerve function \[[@R272]\]. Small remnants of the tumour left on the cranial nerves often remain stable in size over time \[[@R273]\]. This aspect deserves the surgeon's special attention in the decision-making process concerning totality of tumour removal versus postoperative complications.

A large meta-analysis (35 studies with 5,064 patients in total) analyzed the incidence of complications depending on the surgical approach, the most important results are summarized in Table 1 [(Tab. 1)](#T1){ref-type="fig"} \[[@R274]\]. No statistically significant difference was observed for: residual tumour, tumour recurrence, mortality, non-CN neurological complications and dysfunction of cranial nerves other than CN VII and VIII \[[@R274]\].

The TL approach offers an excellent direct access to the IAC. Furthermore, it allows identification of the facial nerve and control over the dural blood supply of the tumour. Extradural retraction of the brain is usually not necessary. However, the high risk for CSF leaks is considered to be a major disadvantage \[[@R126]\]. However, it has to be considered that the TL approach is often applied for big tumours -- which is an independent risk factor for CSF leakage \[[@R17]\], \[[@R275]\].

The RS approach requires retraction of the cerebellum and offers a good overview on the brainstem level. However, resection of bone at the dorsal border of the IAC and visualization of the IAC fundus are compromised due to the anatomical position of the labyrinth.

When using the MF approach, the surgeon has to keep in mind that the anatomical course of the facial nerve may compromise tumour exposure in the IAC. Furthermore, overview of the posterior fossa is limited. The surgeon has to be extremely cautious not to damage the facial nerve during tumour resection, particularly in case of schwannomas arising from the inferior vestibular nerve \[[@R276]\]. Although this approach offers the chance to preserve hearing, the surgeon has to be aware of the fact that the auditory nerve and its vascular supply are concealed by the tumour and the facial nerve most of the time during surgery -- which may lead to injuries of these delicate structures causing subsequent hearing loss \[[@R277]\].

### 5.3.2 Intraoperative monitoring of cranial nerves

Maintenance of cranial nerve function is a major goal in VS surgery. As postoperative facial nerve function has a tremendous impact on the patient's quality of life \[[@R278]\], monitoring of the facial nerve is of paramount importance. In recent years, monitoring of the auditory nerve has been implemented into VS surgery as well.

Morbidity was clearly reduced after introduction of intraoperative monitoring into VS surgery \[[@R279]\]. It allows the surgeon to adjust the treatment of VS in a way that allows optimal maintenance of CN function: (i) complete tumour resection, (ii) near-total resection or (iii) a combination of resection and postoperative radiosurgery \[[@R280]\], \[[@R281]\], \[[@R282]\].

EMG of the *orbicularis oculi* and *orbicularis oris* muscles is commonly applied for intraoperative monitoring of the facial nerve. It helps the surgeon to identify the nerve and control nerve function during surgery and at the end of the operation. Stimulation levels below 0.2 and above 0.5 mA are usually applied for identification of the nerve. If stimulation thresholds exceed 0.5 mA, the surgeon may expect further soft tissue/bone between the stimulator and the facial nerve \[[@R283]\]. In case of stimulation thresholds \<0.2 mA, the nerve is already exposed or covered only by a very thin layer of tissue \[[@R284]\]. However, the surgeon must keep in mind that high stimulation thresholds may be false friends: if the nerve is adherent to the tumour, high levels may be required to obtain a neural answer, although the nerve is already very close to the stimulator \[[@R285]\].

The surgeon receives direct feedback from EMG monitoring in case he jeopardizes facial nerve function. This intraoperative "dialogue" allows the surgeon to reflect and refine his preparation techniques, which helps to reduce the risk of facial nerve injuries \[[@R286]\], \[[@R287]\], \[[@R288]\], \[[@R289]\], \[[@R290]\], \[[@R291]\]. Distinct EMG response patterns have been associated with stimulation, irritation and damage of the facial nerve. For instance, so-called "A trains" (high-frequency series of potentials lasting for seconds, amplitudes between 100--200 µV, sudden onset and termination), "B trains" (spikes and bursts) and "C trains" (irregular waves and amplitudes) have been distinguished (Figure 6 [(Fig. 6)](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Among these, "A trains" are of special importance for the surgeon, as they have been shown to predict postoperative facial nerve dysfunction \[[@R290]\]. An EMG response following proximal facial nerve stimulation at the end of surgery indicates that the continuity of the nerve has been preserved. However, postoperative facial nerve dysfunction has to be expected if stimulation thresholds have increased during surgery \[[@R283]\], \[[@R292]\], \[[@R293]\], \[[@R294]\], \[[@R295]\], \[[@R296]\], \[[@R297]\].

Despite the advantages of facial nerve monitoring, the surgeon should always keep in mind that this technique is not meant to replace anatomical knowledge and surgical ability. It increases the surgeon's margin of safety, but does not always correlate perfectly with facial nerve function. For instance, bipolar cautery near the facial nerve may cause artifacts and interference. Furthermore, it should not be neglected that stimulation itself may damage the facial nerve, particularly during long-term application of high-amplitude stimuli \[[@R298]\], \[[@R299]\]. Animal studies have shown that intermittent stimulation and reduction of stimulus frequency reduce the risk of facial nerve damage, whereas stimulation levels seem to be of minor importance \[[@R298]\], \[[@R300]\], \[[@R301]\], \[[@R302]\], \[[@R303]\], \[[@R304]\]. In recent years, an infrared camera, which allows direct observation of the facial muscles during surgery, has been developed as an adjunct to EMG monitoring \[[@R15]\].

When it comes to intraoperative monitoring of the auditory nerve, some pecularities have to be considered. First, the nerve is especially prone to mechanical trauma, as it has no perineurium. Second, its function may be affected by vascular injury within the internal auditory canal during tumour resection (e.g. vascular occlusion, rupture or spasm) \[[@R279]\]. Accordingly, vasoactive treatment following VS surgery has been associated with a significantly higher rate of hearing preservation \[[@R305]\].

ABRs are commonly applied for intraoperative monitoring of auditory function. Amplitudes and latencies of waves I, III and V are compared to preoperative values. It should be noted that the surgical preparation has to be interrupted during the measurement. Furthermore, it is difficult to make intrapoerative decisions based on ABR monitoring, as signal morphology is influenced by many different factors (e.g. anaesthetics, hypothermia, irrigation) \[[@R292]\], \[[@R306]\], \[[@R307]\], \[[@R308]\], \[[@R309]\], \[[@R310]\], \[[@R311]\], \[[@R312]\]. Electrocochleography and compound nerve action potentials are further techniques of auditory monitoring, however they only provide the surgeon with information about the peripheral auditory pathway \[[@R279]\].

### 5.3.3 Hearing preservation

Hearing preservation in VS surgery is largely dependent on tumour size. In particular, incorporation of the auditory nerve into the tumour has to be expected in 90% of cases for tumours \>3 cm in diameter. Therefore, the surgeon should pursue maintenance of auditory function for smaller tumours only \[[@R273]\]. Good/serviceable hearing (class I/II hearing according to the Gardner-Robertson Hearing Scale) following microsurgical management of VS was reported in 50% of cases for the MF approach and in 31--33% for the RS approach \[[@R313]\], \[[@R314]\]. Furthermore, 37--73% of patients had postoperative hearing levels class A and B (according to the AAO-HNS hearing classification) following VS resection via the MF approach \[[@R276]\], \[[@R315]\], \[[@R316]\], \[[@R317]\], \[[@R318]\], \[[@R319]\], \[[@R320]\], \[[@R321]\], \[[@R322]\], \[[@R323]\]. Normal postoperative hearing was described in 57% of 28 patients who underwent VS resection using the (extended) MF approach \[[@R324]\]. For the RS approach, 27.3% of patients displayed normal pre- and postoperative hearing levels \[[@R325]\]. When comparing these results with each other, it has to be noticed that the RS approach is more commonly applied for larger tumours than the MF approach. Accordingly, hearing preservation in 48% of cases was reported for intracanalicular tumours treated with the RS approach \[[@R314]\]. The distance between tumour and IAC fundus is another decisive factor for hearing preservation: for distances \<3 mm, the surgeon should not expect maintenance of hearing function following surgery.

In contrast to other treatment modalities ("wait and scan", radiosurgery), hearing thresholds following VS surgery have been reported to be stable over time \[[@R316]\], \[[@R326]\], \[[@R327]\]. Consequently, surgical management offers the best chance to maintain long-term hearing in VS patients -- given that the prerequisites mentioned above are fulfilled \[[@R276]\]. In case of postoperative hearing deterioration, a partial recovery is possible \[[@R328]\]. Single cases of hearing improvement following VS resection have also been reported \[[@R329]\].

In any case, the patient has to be informed about his *individual* chance of hearing preservation during preoperative counselling. Only with this information available, real "informed consent" is possible.

### 5.3.4 Tinnitus

Tinnitus before VS surgery was described in 29--70% of patients \[[@R18]\], \[[@R330]\], \[[@R331]\]. Newly diagnosed tinnitus following resection of the tumour was observed in 39% of cases, whereas postoperative improvement of tinnitus was reported in 33% \[[@R18]\].

### 5.3.5 Balance

Strictly speaking, vestibular dysfunction following dissection of the vestibular nerve in VS surgery is a sequela rather than a complication, which is reflected by the observation of vertigo in 80% of patients on POD 1 \[[@R18]\]. This number declines to 40% after one week and 9--30% after one year due to central vestibular compensation \[[@R18]\], \[[@R332]\].

The ear surgeon has to take care that this sequela does not turn into a complication for his patient by (i) performing a thorough neurotological examination before treatment of VS, (ii) choosing the right time for surgery and (iii) consequent treatment of pre- and postoperative balance problems. Vestibular dysfunction has a huge impact on the patient's quality of life: e.g. 8--30% of patients have been reported to experience postoperative dysequilibrium as a disabling symptom \[[@R332]\] (for details see chapter 5.3.12). The following chapter outlines the basic principles in the pre- and postoperative care of the dizzy VS patient.

Neurotological history-taking and examination before VS surgery help to predict both the degree of postoperative vertigo and the speed of central compensation: the greater the preoperative peripheral-vestibular deficit on the side of the VS, the less vestibular function is lost during surgery and hence has to be compensated afterwards. Accordingly, patients without preoperative caloric response on the affected ear reported postoperative vertigo less frequently as compared to VS patients with maintained preoperative caloric response \[[@R18]\]. Furthermore, the ear surgeon should check for signs and symptoms of a central vestibular disorder, which may compromise postoperative vestibular compensation \[[@R333]\]. As for neurotological history-taking, the following aspects should be considered in this context: neurological disorders independent of VS (e.g. multiple sclerosis), ophthalmologic and/or orthopaedic problems, psychiatric comorbidity (particularly anxiety, depression) and medication acting on the CNS. Neurotological evaluation is an essential factor in the decision-making process concerning the optimal treatment modality of VS for each individual patient.

When talking about vestibular compensation following VS surgery, one has to distinguish between "physiological" and "functional" compensation: whereas the former can be measured by objective parameters (e.g. decrease of an initial SN, increasing nystagmus symmetry in rotational chair testing) \[[@R3]\], the latter is the prerequisite for the patient's return to his preoperative level of activity. In this context, non-vestibular factors (e.g. somatic and psychiatric comorbidity) play an important role as well. The ear surgeon should also be aware of the fact that patients are particularly prone to developing depressive symptoms following VS surgery (for details see chapter 5.3.10), which in turn may compromise postoperative vestibular compensation \[[@R332]\]. On the other hand, several studies have demonstrated the positive effect of customized vestibular rehabilitation on both the subjective symptoms and objective signs of postoperative vestibular dysfunction following VS resection \[[@R136]\], \[[@R334]\].

Postoperative vestibular compensation is a multi-factor process and therefore difficult to "measure". The so-called vestibular index, a scoring system including subjective and objective parameters, has been proposed by \[[@R3]\] in order to provide a long-term follow-up of vestibular function following VS surgery. In case of delayed postoperative compensation or deterioration of an initially good compensation, a thorough vestibular re-evaluation (including additional factors like comorbidities) is necessary in order to avoid the development of chronic vestibular dysfunction.

While vestibular *re*habilitation therapy has been applied successfully for the treatment of *post*operative vestibular dysfunction for many years, a new concept called "vestibular *pre*habilitation" has evolved in recent years \[[@R10]\], \[[@R335]\]. Patients with (residual) vestibular function on the side of the VS begin a vestibular training programme before the operation. After two weeks of training, three to four injections with gentamicin (12 mg each) are applied to the tympanic cavity of the affected side, inducing a slow progressive loss of vestibular function. Vestibular training is continued in parallel in order to promote vestibular compensation. Due to the combination of *slow*vestibular loss and parallel compensation, patients experience only mild subjective dysequilibrium -- in contrast to the severe vertigo induced by the*sudden* loss of function caused by deafferentiation of a (partly) functional vestibular organ during VS surgery.

In case of vestibular prehabilitation, VS surgery is performed after (i) (near-)total loss of vestibular function on the affected side has been confirmed (Figure 2 [(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and (ii) the patient's subjective vertigo symptoms have subsided (indicating successful vestibular compensation). Patients treated with vestibular prehabilitation report only mild disequilibrium following resection of the VS and are often able to walk around from POD 1 onwards (see case 2). Accordingly, reduced postoperative anteroposterior postural sway has been observed in patients who had been treated with vestibular prehabilitation as compared to the control group without this therapy \[[@R336]\].

Integration of vestibular prehabilitation into the treatment of VS is an important step towards an individualized symptom-based management of the disease aiming to provide the best possible postoperative quality of life for the patient.

### 5.3.6 Facial nerve

Independent of the surgical approach chosen, facial nerve continuity is maintained after VS surgery in \>95% of cases. Accordingly, normal postoperative function/mild dysfunction of the facial nerve (H-B grade I/II) has been described in 61--90% of patients \[[@R313]\], \[[@R314]\]. For small vestibular schwannomas, postoperative functional integrity of the facial nerve has even been reported in up to 97% of cases \[[@R320]\].

The facial nerve is most vulnerable at its subarachnoidal portion right before it enters the internal auditory canal \[[@R337]\]. Transection of the nerve during preparation of the tumour was reported for one out of 67 patients \[[@R18]\]. In this context, the surgeon has to keep in mind that the facial nerve may be incorporated into the VS independent of tumour size -- which increases the risk for postoperative facial nerve palsy \[[@R338]\]. In case the VS infiltrates the myelin sheath and the vessels of the facial nerve, it is recommended to leave tumour remnants *in situ* deliberately in order to preserve neural function.

Preoperative facial nerve palsy has been identified as an independent risk factor for an additional postoperative deterioration of function. For instance, functional integrity of the facial nerve was preserved in 91% (intracanalicular tumours), 35% (extrameatal tumour diameter: 1.5--3 cm) and 11% of patients (extrameatal tumour diameter \>3 cm) on POD 1 provided that preoperative neural function was normal. On the other hand, a further deterioration of facial nerve function was observed in 82% of patients on POD 1, who had presented with preoperative facial nerve palsy \[[@R18]\]. A further study reported postoperative facial nerve palsy in 64% of those patients who had experienced preoperative chorda tympani symptoms \[[@R268]\]. Moreover, the surgeon has to keep in mind that facial nerve function may improve or deteriorate during the postoperative course \[[@R339]\]. Delayed postoperative facial nerve palsy may be caused by ischaemia, edema and viral reactivation \[[@R16]\]. Furthermore, it must be noticed that complete eyelid closure may still be possible due to gravity within the first three postoperative days despite an intraoperative lesion of the facial nerve (see also chapter 3.5.7). Therefore, a diligent postoperative follow-up of facial nerve function is essential after VS surgery. In addition, the surgeon should always check for the follow-up intervals when reading (and comparing) clinical studies about postoperative facial nerve function.

Cystic tumour consistency and previous (radio)surgery of VS are further factors, which render the facial nerve more susceptible to postoperative dysfunction \[[@R340]\]. Functional results have been reported to be more favourable following the resection of solid as compared to cystic VS \[[@R341]\], \[[@R342]\]. Preservation of facial nerve function is also less likely in patients with neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). For instance, two out of four patients with NF 2 displayed good postoperative facial nerve function (H-B grade I), while complete facial nerve palsy (grade VI) was observed for the other two \[[@R273]\].

Dysfunction of the intermediate nerve has attracted less attention. However, a dry eye caused by intraoperative irritation of the facial nerve may suffice to compromise the patient's quality of life considerably. One study reported reduced/absent tear production in 162 out of 224 patients following VS resection \[[@R343]\]. A dry eye caused by incomplete eyelid closure and/or reduced tear production may require a life-long treatment with artificial tears and result in neurotrophic corneal ulcers or corneal perforation/iris prolapse. Accordingly, long-term application of ocular lubricants was necessary in 23 out of 62 patients following VS surgery, 20 patients required tarsorrhaphy, and three patients developed corneal perforations. A significant drop in visual acuity was observed in 12% of the patients after the operation \[[@R344]\].

In this context, it is important to mention that patients with postoperative loss of normal corneal sensation do not notice eye symptoms in the beginning. Therefore, an early ophthalmologic examination following VS surgery has been recommended. This suggestion has been confirmed by a prospective study about early complications and symptoms following CPA surgery. For instance, keratitis was observed in 30 out of 72 patients within the first eight postoperative days. Five patients with good postoperative facial nerve function (grade I) and seven patients with mild dysfunction (grade II) developed keratitis. Consequently, the possibility of reduced tear production should always be considered, even if postoperative facial nerve *motor* function seems to be normal \[[@R18]\].

### 5.3.7 Other cranial nerves

Cranial nerves other than CN VII and VIII have to be considered particularly during the resection of large vestibular schwannomas. One transient and three permanent CN VI palsies were reported following surgery of 56 large vestibular schwannomas (\>3 cm). Transection of the nerve and intracranial haemorrhage were described as underlying reasons. Furthermore, one patient developed transient dysarthia, ataxia and dysfunction of the contralateral vagal nerve, which was attributed to brainstem shifting \[[@R273]\].

### 5.3.8 CSF leak/meningitis

A CSF leak has to be expected in 7 to 30% of patients following VS resection \[[@R18]\], \[[@R267]\], \[[@R268]\], \[[@R345]\], \[[@R346]\]. This complication, which has to be considered particularly for the TL approach, is a common cause for revision surgery. Dural defect reconstruction and obliteration of the mastoid cavity (e.g. with abdominal fat) help to prevent postoperative liquorrhea. The importance of these surgical steps is illustrated by the observation of a temporal lobe encephalocele following TL resection of a vestibular schwannoma \[[@R342]\].

In case of CSF leakage into the mastoid cells, the liquid accumulates in the tympanic cavity and commonly presents to the clinician as tympanic effusion or posterior rhinoliquorrhea (drainage via the eustachian tube). Further clinical manifestations of a CSF leak include subcutaneous CSF collection and CSF wound drainage. Therefore, the surgeon should*always* obliterate the mastoid cavity (and the antrum in case of a TL approach) beside performing a duraplasty. Furthermore, transnasal closure of the eustachian tube has been described as an option to manage rhinoliquorrhea \[[@R347]\], \[[@R348]\].

However, fat tissue may migrate into the subarachnoid CSF space/CPA and induce aseptic meningitis \[[@R349]\]. Disseminated fat particles can be visualized by MRI and do not necessarily cause complications. Usually, radiological and neurological controls are sufficient in the absence of clinical symptoms \[[@R350]\]. Apart from this special form of aseptic meningitis, chemical meningitis is rarely observed after CPA tumour surgery (\<4% of cases) \[[@R351]\].

Bacterial meningitis following VS surgery, which has been reported in 0.14--8.2% of cases \[[@R267]\], \[[@R268]\], \[[@R269]\], is a severe and possibly fatal complication. Pneumococcal meningitis has been associated with a mortality rate of 20%, and even 60% for multidrug resistant strains \[[@R352]\].

In the light of these deleterious complications, it becomes clear that successful dural defect reconstruction following tumour resection is an issue of utmost importance in skull base surgery. The surgeon should always remember to design his surgical procedure in a way to allow not only optimal exposure and resection of the tumour, but also reconstruction of the skull base. Moreover, surgical draping should provide access to the tissues required for dural defect reconstruction (e.g. abdominal fat). Furthermore, a careful elevation of the dura around the bony margins of resection is recommended before opening the endocranial space in order to facilitate dural defect reconstruction at the end of surgery.

### 5.3.9 Bleeding/vascular injury

The sigmoid sinus may be injured during drilling of the mastoid bone. Circumscribed defects can be closed with oxidized cellulose. Extended lesions may require intra-/extraluminal packing of the sigmoid sinus. The surgeon should always check the preoperative CT/MRI scans for size, dominance and patency of the sigmoid sinus on both sides. Knowledge of the patient's individual anatomy helps the surgeon to judge the importance of maintaining the patency of the sigmoid sinus.

In case of venous bleeding, a lesion of the superior petrous sinus has to be considered as well. In particular, the surgeon has to be aware of the fact that damage to the sigmoid/superior petrous sinus and temporal veins may result in venous insufficiency/thrombosis, which are a common cause for edema, ischaemia and infarction of the temporal lobe \[[@R126]\], \[[@R127]\]. Corresponding radiological signs were detected in 22% of patients (n=65) following VS resection via the TL approach \[[@R127]\]. Finally, a lesion of the superior petrous sinus has been considered as a possible underlying cause for the development of a subdural hygroma after translabyrinthine VS surgery \[[@R126]\]. These examples illustrate that a detailed knowledge of the patient's venous anatomy is of paramount importance in VS/CPA surgery.

Delayed CPA haematomas were reported in association with postoperative anticoagulation. For instance, two patients, who received postoperative curative anticoagulation for suspected cardiac ischaemia and phlebitis respectively, developed CPA haematomas, which did not require revision surgery \[[@R18]\]. Beside the space-occupying effect, postoperative bleeding may also result in a secondary hydrocephalus. Finally, it should be taken into account that large tumours commonly release thromboplastin during surgery. Therefore, the ear surgeon should always observe the patient's coagulation carefully during VS resection. This knowledge is particularly important, as intravascular coagulation is discussed as a possibly fatal complication of VS surgery \[[@R353]\].

Arterial injury during VS surgery may affect the anterior inferior cerebellar artery and the perforating branches of the basilar artery, resulting in the clinical picture of a brainstem infarct \[[@R345]\]. Moreover, the surgeon should keep in mind that the enlarged MF approach \[[@R354]\] may jeopardize blood supply of the ipsilateral eye, as the medial meningeal artery (which is transected during this approach) has to be considered as a possible feeder of the ophthalmic artery \[[@R355]\].

### 5.3.10 Affection of the brain

Cerebral contusion or infarction is observed in up to 10% of patients following extradural retraction of the brain during skull base surgery \[[@R13]\]. In particular, this risk has to be considered for the temporal lobe when applying the (enlarged) MF approach in VS surgery \[[@R354]\].

Numerous studies have focussed on temporal lobe pathologies following resection of VS using the MF approach. For instance, temporal lobe gliosis was detected by MRI in 31.25% \[[@R356]\] and 40.5% \[[@R357]\] of patients, respectively. A further MRI study reported temporal lobe gliosis (slight: n=11, moderate: n=9, severe: n=2) in 22 out of 32 patients one year after surgery \[[@R358]\]. Comparison of pre- and postoperative EEG measurements revealed*de novo*/progressive postoperative EEG changes in 86% of patients \[[@R359]\]. Moreover, postoperative mnestic deficits were detected in 60% of patients with temporal lobe gliosis, but only in 13 % of patients without gliosis \[[@R357]\]. Although 19 of 20 patients with temporal lobe gliosis did well in neuropsychological testing, one patient showed a functional deficit in the Boston Naming Test and the Berlin Amnesia Test \[[@R358]\]. A clinical study on 735 patients described temporal lobe contusion in two, an epileptic seizure in one and a transient neurological deficit in 42 patients (5.7%) \[[@R360]\]. Although epileptic seizures are rare in this context, patients in the UK are banned from driving in the first postoperative year after skull base surgery via a MF approach \[[@R361]\].

Depression following VS surgery is another important issue. Three studies reported postoperative depressive symptoms in 17--28.9% of patients \[[@R325]\], \[[@R362]\], \[[@R363]\]. Three out of 27 patients were depressive before resection of a VS (RS: n=24, TL: n=3), and nine more afterwards (particularly women). Three of these patients complained of persistent depression one year after surgery \[[@R364]\]. In this context, the surgeon should be particularly aware of the association between hearing loss, tinnitus and depression \[[@R365]\], \[[@R366]\]. Furthermore, vestibular rehabilitation after VS surgery may also be compromised by a postoperative depressive disorder (see chapter 5.3.5). A report on suicide in two patients stresses the outstanding importance of early diagnosis and adequate treatment of depression following VS surgery \[[@R364]\].

### 5.3.11 Abdominal haematoma

If abdominal fat has been applied for stabilization of dural defect reconstruction and obliteration of the mastoid cavity, the ear surgeon has to check for a possible postoperative abdominal haematoma. This aspect is worth mentioning, as the abdomen may easily slip out of the ear surgeon's sight (and mind!). Subcutaneous abdominal haematomas were observed in three out of 72 patients (4%) following CPA surgery \[[@R18]\].

### 5.3.12 Complications of vestibular schwannoma surgery -- the patient's view

Postoperative quality of life is a very important issue in VS surgery. In one study with 386 patients, 155 (40.2%) reported disabling postoperative symptoms, including: hearing loss (10.1%), dysequilibrium (10.1%), facial nerve dysfunction (9.6%), tinnitus (5.2%), headache (3.1%) and eye problems (1.8%) \[[@R13]\]. In particular, it should be noted that patients with multiple afflictions rated facial weakness and eye symptoms as the most disabling problems \[[@R367]\].

The impact of these symptoms on the patient's psychosocial function should not be underestimated. For instance, 7--38% of patients have been reported to be on long-term sick leave following resection of a vestibular schwannoma \[[@R362]\], \[[@R363]\], \[[@R368]\], \[[@R369]\]. Furthermore, patients after VS surgery scored lower in all eight domains of the SF-36 questionnaire as compared to a normal control population \[[@R13]\]. Different views regarding a possible influence of age and tumour size/localization on postoperative morbidity have been expressed in the literature, e.g. one study identified female gender, age \>45 years and extrameatal localization of the tumour as negative predictors for postoperative quality of life \[[@R13]\].

In any case, the ear surgeon should always keep in mind that the patient's perception of postoperative (dis-)abilities may differ a lot from his own view \[[@R370]\]. A study on hearing preservation after RS surgery of vestibular schwannomas illustrates this important observation: audiological evaluation confirmed residual hearing in ten patients, however only five of them reported this to be useful in everyday life \[[@R325]\].

### 5.3.13 Malignancy of vestibular schwannomas

Malignancies of the 8^th^ cranial nerve are rare, and malignant transformation of a primarily benign VS is an even more unusual observation. A recent review of the literature described five cases of malignant transformation for vestibular schwannomas (three after radiosurgery and two without radiosurgery) \[[@R371]\].

Indications for tumour resection following radiosurgery of vestibular schwannomas include: (i) brainstem compression/secondary hydrocephalus due to tumour growth, surrounding edema, development of cysts and (ii) evolution of malignant disease \[[@R372]\]. For the latter, two entities have to be distinguished: (i) radiation-induced *de novo* secondary neoplasm (e.g. glioblastoma multiforme) and (ii) malignant transformation of the primarily benign VS \[[@R373]\]. Although these complications are rare, the ear surgeon has to keep them in mind, especially when informing the patient about the various treatment modalities for VS \[[@R373]\]. Due to the short follow-up periods reported in the literature, it is very hard to judge the "real" incidence of malignant transformation/radiation-induced malignancy for vestibular schwannomas: sarcomas are expected after an average latency of eight years following radiosurgery, gliomas after 14 years and meningeomas after 21 years \[[@R371]\].

5.4 Jugulotympanal paraganglioma
--------------------------------

Jugulotympanal paragangliomas are the most common neoplasms of the middle ear and the temporal bone \[[@R374]\], \[[@R375]\]. The Fisch classification (class A--D with further subgroups) is based on tumour size and localization \[[@R376]\]. Treatment modalities include surgery, radiotherapy and "wait and scan". Complete resection of jugulotympanal paragangliomas without cranial nerve lesion is usually possible for class A/B tumours. However, it may be very difficult to achieve complete tumour removal and preservation of cranial nerve function in case of advanced tumour stages \[[@R377]\].

Blood loss, ACI injury, CSF leakage and cranial nerve dysfunction are the most important complications in the resection of large jugulotympanal paragangliomas. The surgeon should always consider the growth rate of the tumour in the decision-making process concerning the extent of tumour resection: paragangliomas may grow very slowly, so that patients may be (almost) free of symptoms without therapy for over 40 years \[[@R378]\], \[[@R379]\].

### 5.4.1 Cranial nerves

Postoperative morbidity and disability are mainly determined by cranial nerve dysfunction \[[@R380]\], \[[@R381]\], \[[@R382]\]. In this context, (i) pulmonary aspiration (sometimes requiring tracheotomy to prevent pneumonia), (ii) dysphagia with subsequent malnutrition and (iii) facial nerve palsy causing eye symptoms are of particular importance.

In order to avoid intraoperative cranial nerve lesions, an understanding of the underlying pathomechanisms is essential. In this context, neural infiltration of jugulotympanal paragangliomas deserves special attention. For instance, one study reported an intraoperative impression of cranial nerve infiltration in 50% of patients, which was confirmed on the histopathological level for 29% (30 out of 102) of all cases \[[@R383]\]. A further study described the clinical observation of neural infiltration in five out of 41 patients \[[@R377]\]. If complete tumour resection is performed in these cases, a postoperative dysfunction of the respective cranial nerves has to be expected.

However, preoperative cranial nerve dysfunction does not necessarily have to be associated with neural infiltration of jugular paragangliomas \[[@R383]\]. Careful analysis of preoperative imaging is a useful tool in this context. Intradural tumour spread is known to occur via the medial wall of the jugular bulb. Therefore, an infiltration of the adjacent lower cranial nerves has to be expected if an intradural extension of the tumour is visible on preoperative imaging \[[@R33]\].

Preoperative cranial nerve dysfunction has been reported in 30--35% of patients \[[@R384]\], \[[@R385]\], a detailed description is provided in Table 2 [(Tab. 2)](#T2){ref-type="fig"}. Meticulous clinical evaluation of the cranial nerves before jugular paraganglioma surgery is essential in order to (i) document preoperative dysfunction and (ii) detect possible residual function. For instance, an additional intraoperative trauma to dysfunctional lower cranial nerves may result in postoperative decompensation of function (e.g. swallowing) \[[@R377]\].

Comparability of individual studies with respect to postoperative cranial nerve function is limited due to differences in (i) tumour stages, (ii) management of the facial nerve (e.g. re-routing) and (iii) the prevalence of (in-)complete preoperative cranial nerve palsies. Furthermore, a variable degree of neural infiltration is observed during paraganglioma surgery. Table 3 [(Tab. 3)](#T3){ref-type="fig"} compares pre- and postoperative facial nerve function in 44 patients without neural infiltration of jugular paraganglioma \[[@R386]\]. All together, cranial nerve function is expected to be maintained in 75% of cases without neural infiltration \[[@R33]\]. Results for the individual cranial nerves in case of advanced jugular paragangliomas are given in brackets: IX (22.3--66.7%), X (54--81.8%), XI (61--74.3%) and XII (73--93%) \[[@R33]\], \[[@R387]\], \[[@R388]\], \[[@R389]\], \[[@R390]\].

Management of the facial nerve in advanced jugular paragangliomas often resembles navigation between Skylla and Charybdis. Anterior mobilization of the facial nerve was developed by Capps in order to achieve complete tumour removal \[[@R391]\]. Fisch recommended the anterior transposition of the nerve for a better control over the ICA \[[@R392]\], \[[@R393]\]. However, the surgeon has to be aware of the fact that mobilization of the facial nerve will compromise its blood supply \[[@R33]\]. Therefore, postoperative dysfunction (which may be transient or permanent) has to be expected in every case of facial nerve rerouting \[[@R381]\], \[[@R394]\], \[[@R395]\]. On the other hand, the surgeon is faced with the risk of incomplete tumour removal if he decides not to mobilize the facial nerve \[[@R396]\].

Facial nerve rerouting has been discussed controversially in the literature \[[@R397]\], \[[@R398]\], \[[@R399]\], and different surgical techniques (e.g. short/long anterior rerouting, posterior rerouting) have been proposed by various authors \[[@R391]\], \[[@R393]\], \[[@R399]\], \[[@R400]\], \[[@R401]\]. Some studies reported facial nerve function grade I and II (H-B) in 87--88% of patients and complete tumour removal in 80--82% \[[@R387]\], \[[@R402]\]. On the other hand, facial nerve function grade I/II was described in only 56.2% \[[@R381]\] and 64.7% \[[@R403]\] of cases following facial nerve rerouting by two other studies.

In any case, knowledge of facial nerve rerouting (including the different techniques and associated risks) is essential for the ear surgeon, because this technique can also be applied to other pathologies of the temproral bone, e.g. petrous bone cholesteatoma \[[@R33]\]. Moreover, jugular paraganglioma surgery teaches the ear surgeon valuable lessons about the management of facial nerve palsy in general -- independent of the underlying pathology. In summary, intraoperative decompression is the option of choice in case of preoperative facial dysfunction with preserved continuity of the nerve \[[@R404]\]. Primary reanastomosis or interposition grafting are possible solutions if the nerve has been transected during surgery \[[@R33]\] (see also chapter 3.5.7). Finally, permanent postoperative facial nerve palsy can be treated by hypoglossal-facial anastomosis or various plastic-reconstructive techniques, such as muscle transpositions/free muscle flap grafts (dynamic) or lateral tarsorraphy (static) \[[@R405]\].

### 5.4.2 CSF leak

Resection of large jugular paragangliomas with intracranial extension requires a stable reconstruction of the dural defect, e.g. by means of a microvascular free flap supported with abdominal fat \[[@R406]\]. The clinical presentation of an insufficient duraplasty includes CSF leakage into the mastoid cells, the middle ear and the nasopharynx via the eustachian tube \[[@R337]\]. Two studies reported postoperative CSF leaks in three out of 42 \[[@R377]\] and three out of 53 patients \[[@R386]\], respectively. Two CSF leaks with associated meningitis were observed in 52 patients following resection of jugulotympanal paragangliomas \[[@R387]\]. Further studies reported postoperative CSF leaks in 11% \[[@R376]\], 4.5% \[[@R388]\] and 3.7% of cases \[[@R33]\].

CSF leaks following removal of jugular paragangliomas with intracranial extension often require revision surgery \[[@R386]\]. Extensive resection of bone and soft tissue, which is required for an optimal exposure of the tumour, often complicates subsequent dural defect reconstruction, resulting in postoperative CSF leakage \[[@R406]\]. Based on this experience, a two-stage surgical procedure has been recommended for jugular paragangliomas with intracranial extension. In particular, devascularization of the tumour during the first surgery results in decreased bleeding and improved view in the second procedure, thus facilitating both resection of the intradural tumour and dural defect reconstruction \[[@R33]\]. Again, this strategy may be transferred to the surgical management of other temporal bone pathologies as well \[[@R33]\].

### 5.4.3 Embolization

Beside autologous blood donation and intraoperative use of a cell saver, preoperative embolization has to be considered as an option to reduce intraoperative blood loss in jugular paraganglioma surgery. Nowadays, preoperative superselective embolization is commonly used to reduce operation time, minimize blood loss and reduce intraoperative complications in the treatment of hypervascular skull base tumours \[[@R407]\], \[[@R408]\]. However, before the age of superselective embolization, severe complications, such as (fatal) thromboembolic stroke, were observed in single cases. In recent years, refinement of embolization techniques and materials has helped to decrease the complication rate of preoperative embolization considerably \[[@R409]\].

The ear surgeon has to keep in mind that preoperative embolization may also compromise the arterial blood supply of the cranial nerves, resulting in cranial nerve palsy. In this context, "safe" and "dangerous" vessels have been defined \[[@R408]\]. Due to the rare occurrence of this complication, it is difficult to estimate the risk of embolization-associated cranial nerve palsy \[[@R410]\].

Recovery of function is possible in these cases. For instance, partial/complete recovery was reported in four cases of facial nerve palsy following embolization of a jugular paraganglioma with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) particles \[[@R408]\], \[[@R411]\], \[[@R412]\]. Another study described embolization-induced cranial nerve dysfunction in three patients with jugular foramen vascular tumours (VII: n=2, X: n=2, XI: n=1, XII: n=1): partial recovery was observed for the facial nerve, and accessory nerve function recovered completely \[[@R410]\]. If cranial nerve dysfunction is observed after superselective embolization, the ear surgeon should also consider a possible compression of the nerve by tumour swelling, which requires surgical decompression (see chapter 5.4.1).

Knowledge of facial nerve vascularization is essential for understanding the pathomechanism of embolization-associated dysfunction. Usually, the tympanic and mastoidal sections of the facial nerve are supplied by the stylomastoid and medial meningeal arteries \[[@R413]\]. In 10% of cases, however, the stylomastoid artery is the only feeder of the facial nerve in the middle ear \[[@R412]\]. The stylomastoid artery, in turn, branches off the occipital artery in 60% and the postauricular artery in 40% of cases. If the tympanic and mastoidal portions of the facial nerve are exclusively fed by a stylomastoid artery branching off the occipital artery, embolization of the latter carries the risk of subsequent facial nerve palsy \[[@R410]\]. The lower cranial nerves are commonly supplied by branches of the ascendant pharyngeal artery, which explains the observation of embolization-induced dysfunction in this context \[[@R413]\].

Furthermore, the surgeon has to keep in mind that around 4% of head and neck paragangliomas release catecholamines, which may trigger a hypertensive crisis during embolization or tumour resection \[[@R414]\], as reported by \[[@R415]\]. Although 41% of paragangliomas have been estimated to be biochemically "silent" before intervention, the surgeon, the anaesthesiologist and the neuroradiologist should *always* be prepared for an excessive release of catecholamines during embolization/resection of jugular paragangliomas with all its consequences \[[@R414]\].

### 5.4.4 Internal carotid artery

The ICA is particularly prone to surgical damage during removal of jugular paragangliomas due to the close spatial relationship between artery and tumour. In a study with 42 jugular paraganglioma resections, ICA injury was treated by carotid artery angioplasty (n=3) or ligation of the artery (n=2) \[[@R377]\]. A further study (n= 34 surgical procedures) reported one case of iatrogenic ICA injury, which was successfully managed with a running suture \[[@R404]\].

When it comes to ICA involvement in skull base surgery, the ear surgeon has to be aware of the different degrees of adhesion between the pathology and the vessel. For instance, it is easier to dissect a petrous bone cholesteatoma from the adventitia of the ICA than a jugular paraganglioma. In any case, the ear surgeon has to ensure sufficient exposure of the artery during surgical management of any ICA-associated middle ear pathology in order to allow for instrumentation in case of an intraoperative vascular injury \[[@R33]\].

If preoperative diagnostics reveal extensive ICA involvement of jugular paraganglioma, trial balloon occlusion has been recommended in order to judge whether the ICA can be sacrificed safely. The finding of an insufficient cerebral blood supply during this test is an important information for the surgeon. On the other hand, the lack of a neurological deficit indicates -- but does not prove -- that closure of the ICA is possible without causing cerebral ischaemia. Therefore, it has been suggested to create a vascular reconstruction / vascular bypass in any case before sacrificing the ICA \[[@R388]\].

### 5.4.5 Sigmoid sinus/internal jugular vein

Resection of the tumour near the internal jugular vein, the jugular bulb and the sigmoid sinus is an important step in paraganglioma surgery. Wide exposure of these vessels is an indispensable prerequisite for the successful management of venous bleeding. In particular, the sigmoid sinus and the internal jugular vein should be accessible to the surgeon before tumour removal from the jugular bulb \[[@R33]\]. It is possible to leave a thin layer of bone on the sigmoid sinus deliberately in order to avoid drilling-induced injury. After drilling has been accomplished, the piece of bone can be removed gently with a micro hook.

Circumscribed lesions of the sigmoid sinus can be sealed with muscle patches or oxidized cellulose (see also chapters 3.5.10 and 5.3.9). The surgeon should always check the preoperative images for size, dominance and patency of the sigmoid sinus on both sides. If the sigmoid sinus is dominant on the side of the jugular paraganglioma, increased venous bleeding has to be expected in case of an injury \[[@R337]\]. Furthermore, the images should be analyzed for the anatomical variation of a unilateral sigmoid sinus \[[@R33]\]. In case of venous bleeding, intraluminal packing of the vessels is performed. Additional feeders of the jugular bulb beside the sigmoid sinus, e.g. the inferior petrous sinus, have to be noticed in this situation. If the jugular bulb is filled with tumour, the sigmoid sinus is often drained via the emissary veins. Therefore, venous drainage on the side of the tumour can be maintained in this situation by obliteration of the sigmoid sinus proximal to the emissary veins \[[@R33]\].

### 5.4.6 Further complications

The following complications (apart from cranial nerve dysfunction and ICA injury) were observed after the resection of 42 jugular paragangliomas: pneumonia (n=4), chronic imbalance (n=3), postoperative bleeding (n=2), pseudomembranous colitis (n=1), pulmonary edema with temporary respiratory failure (n=1), staphylococcal sepsis (n=1), trigeminal neuralgia (n=1), alcohol withdrawal delirium (n=1) and impaired wound healing (n=1) \[[@R377]\]. The incidence of pulmonary complications after paraganglioma surgery due to dysfunction of the lower cranial nerves should not be underestimated. For instance, pulmonary aspiration was reported in 4--10%, and pneumonia was observed in up to 6% of cases \[[@R33]\], \[[@R376]\], \[[@R387]\], \[[@R388]\]. One patient even died of postoperative pulmonary complications \[[@R404]\]. Mortality rates of 1% and 2.7% were described by other studies \[[@R376]\], \[[@R388]\]. Pulmonary embolism was found in 2% \[[@R376]\], \[[@R387]\] and 2.6% \[[@R388]\] of cases. Table 4 [(Tab. 4)](#T4){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the incidence of the most common complications of paraganglioma surgery. A further study observed cranial nerve dysfunction (6--36%), pneumonia (6%), pulmonary aspiration (4%), wound infection (6%) and pulmonary embolism (1 case) \[[@R387]\].

Postoperative deterioration of hearing may be due to intraoperative (i) manipulation of the ossicular chain, (ii) obliteration of the middle ear or (iii) injury of the cochlea/the auditory nerve. Two studies described profound postoperative SNHL following jugular paraganglioma surgery in one patient \[[@R416]\] and two patients \[[@R404]\], respectively.

### 5.4.7 Quality of life

Complete rehabilitation after resection of a jugular paraganglioma may take one to two years \[[@R417]\]. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to consider the time interval between surgery and evaluation when comparing postoperative findings of different studies. A retrospective analysis of 36 patients after paraganglioma surgery described that 72% were back to work after 6 months, 98% returned to their previous occupation within one to two years after surgery. Likewise, normal social life was resumed after six months by 69% of the patients and by 97% after two years. On the other hand, nine patients (25%) never "felt the way they had before surgery", and one patient (3%) never resumed work and did not return to normal social life \[[@R417]\].

### 5.4.8 Residual tumour

Due to the characteristic tumour spread mentioned above, complete removal of the tumour is not possible in a considerable number of patients with advanced jugular pargangliomas (stage C and D). For instance, residual tumour may be present at the bony margins of the paraganglioma. Therefore, it is recommended to resect the surrounding bone, until disease-free cortical bone can be observed under the operation microscope \[[@R33]\]. Moreover, the surgeon may decide to refrain from complete tumour resection in order to preserve the function of adjacent neurovascular structures. For instance, tumour remnants may be left on the cavernous sinus in order to preserve CN III, IV and VI function \[[@R33]\].

Due to the slow growth of the tumour, a long-term postoperative follow-up is mandatory in order to detect possible residual disease on CT and/or MRI. In single cases, angiography may be necessary to visualize tumour remnants. For instance, a study on 83 patients with jugular paragangliomas reported detection of residual tumour by all three diagnostic modalities in 24 patients, whereas angiography was necessary to establish the diagnosis in ten cases \[[@R418]\]. This observation was confirmed by a further study, where angiography was required in two out of eight patients to detect residual paraganglioma \[[@R377]\]. Angiography is particularly helpful, when residual tumour and scar formation on the level of the dura cannot be distinguished by MRI \[[@R419]\].

6 Concluding remarks
====================

Surgery of the middle and inner ear, the temporal bone and the lateral skull base is a fascinating and multifaceted field in otorhinolaryngology. Basic principles can be applied to different pathologies. It is essential for the ear surgeon to know the specific pitfalls and complications of ear/lateral skull base surgery. This knowledge should be increased and shared continuously. Both the surgeon and the patient will profit from this process.
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![Recording of ocular and cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs) from the patient described in case 1. Asymmetry of n10 and p13-n23 amplitudes indicates hypofunction of the left utriculus and sacculus, which fits with the clinical diagnosis of left-sided vestibular neuritis.](CTO-12-05-g-001){#F1}

![Vestibular evaluation before (a, b) and after (c, d) intratympanic application of gentamicin during vestibular prehabilitation before vestibular schwannoma surgery (case 2). a.) Caloric testing (x-axis: time \[min\], y-axis: slow phase velocity \[°/sec\]): right-sided hypofunction. b.) n10 amplitudes of ocular vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (oVEMPs) indicate symmetric utricular function before gentamicin treatment. c.) Loss of right-sided caloric excitability following three applications of intratympanic gentamicin. d.) The marked asymmetry of oVEMP n10 amplitudes indicates gentamicin-induced loss of utricular function on the right side.](CTO-12-05-g-002){#F2}

![Anatomical variants and anomalies of the facial nerve (overview, taken from \[82\]). a.) normal course, b.) subtotal obstruction of the oval window by an overhanging facial nerve, c.) lack of bony cover in the tympanic segment, d.) dehiscent nerve crossing the oval window, e.) herniation of the dehiscent nerve into the middle ear and obstruction of the oval window, f.) elongation of the second genu resulting in a sharp angle between tympanic and mastoidal segment of the nerve, g.) duplication of the tympanic portion, h.) lateralization of the mastoid portion, i.) anterior displacement of the mastoid portion.](CTO-12-05-g-003){#F3}

![Three-dimensional reconstruction (3D) of micro-CT images from human temporal bone illustrating the spatial relationship between stapes footplate/piston, utriclus and sacculus (previously unpublished figures, with kind permission of Ian Curthoys and Payal Mukherjee, University of Sydney, Australia). a.) view of a stapes piston (insertion depth: 0.25 mm) in relation to the stapes footplate (green), utricular macula (light blue) and saccular macula (orange). The membranous structures of utriculus and sacculus are shown in dark blue and red, respectively. b.) 3D reconstruction of stapes (green), utricular (light blue) and saccular macula (orange). Both figures show that the posterosuperior utricular macula is located closest to the stapes footplate (for details see \[182\]).](CTO-12-05-g-004){#F4}

![High-resolution computed tomography of the temporal bone (coronal reconstruction) showing misplacement of a cochlear implant electrode in a hypotympanic air cell (filled arrow). The open arrow points to the basal turn of the cochlea.](CTO-12-05-g-005){#F5}

![Characteristic traces of intraoperative facial nerve electromyography (EMG) during vestibular schwannoma surgery (simulated data according to \[279\]). a.) "A train": high-frequency signals with sudden onset / end. b.) "B train" with spikes. c.) "C train" with continuous irregular EMG activity.](CTO-12-05-g-006){#F6}
